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AXBUaXJEBaUE EVENING CITIZEN.;
ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO. WEDNESDAY

VOLUME 19

GOVERNOR WHO

WASHINGTON FRIENDS

ST. PETERSBURG
OUT OF WORLD

JOINT STATEHOOD

And All Russia is

Immense Petitions Are Reaching Capital. Senator
Bewridge Will Introduce Bill From Committee
Early to Get it Out of the Way.

Closed.
ALIKE

CAPITAL IS CUT OFF

NUMBER 300

29. 1903.

INSURANCE PRO-

PARTIAL RECOVERY OF

IS NEXT TO BE

WILL BOLDLY PUSH

TelegraphersAreonStriKe

EVENING. NOVEMHEH

MATAAFA'S

Returns to Territory and

ILL-FATE-

NOUNCED GOOD
D

CREW OF BRAVE MEN

Senator Armstrong Says'

Tells What He Intirds
to Favor,

It Will Be Better For
Nine Succumbed to the Cold and Had Drowned

i

Policy Holder.

But Fifteen Were Takan From Broken
HITS

GAMBLING

A

i

FACER

Vessel by Saving Crew.

McCURDY'S

RESIGNATION

IS

He Announces His Prejudice ONLY THIS MORNING COULD LINE
HIT THE BOAT Accepted by the Board of
From Provinces and From SIGNATURES GOT BY JOINT STATEHOOD LEAGUE
Against Corruption
Directors of the Mutual
Other Nations by Wire
Vessel
Was
Freight
by
Saved
the Fires Kindled on Shore to
in Office.
Former Delegate Rodey and Others Not in Official Life Will
Life Insurance.
rnmmnnirAtinn
'
Encourage
Mataafa's
Waiting
the
Aid
Along
Great
Cause
the
Be in Washington to
and Dying Men.
ROSWELL
MEETS KIM M FORCE
HAMILTON HAS
BEEN
LOCATED
As Soon As Dill is Reached.
STRIKE IS TRULY
N

Duluth, Minn.. Nov. 29. Nine dead,
including the entire engineering crew
of the boat, is the terrible result of
the wreck of the steamer Mutaafa, at
the mouth of tho Duluth ship canal
yesterday afternoon.
From the time ot the arrival of the
life saving crew, at 5 o'clock, desperate efforts were made to get a line to
the boat without avail.
When the storm died out somewhat
"
Witl,Jr-- H.,T'.
.
this morning llie life saving crew
,,Hnr direction of the New Mexican '
were able to hit the boat, and the
Joint Statehood league.
rTs hnrlaS ilnVa n,
work of bringing
which former Del- - ,
ashore the crew
out the Baltic provinces have also ' an organization S.of Rodey
secretary,
Is
was begun at once.
eirato Hernard
struck,
and
In the forward end of .ne boat all
Sebastonol havinc been cut off from This league extends to Arizona
were saved, but In the stern nou
territory will also
Megra nhfc fnmmiinlcfitlon
were saved. In all, fifteen lives were
capital, it is not known whether the be presented.
saved, the other nine on board hav:
:
mutineers have surrendered or wnetn- ing succumbed to the cold during the
er General Neptueff, commander of AfMtv cnn
night or were drowned.
CITY COUNCIL
today,
lUK
tle fortress, began operations
The names of the dead are as folor whether the sailors and soldiers;
rvcccunril
lows:
OF
SANTA
FE
KCjCAKtll
on
mutineers.
the
refused to fire
rSYLlllLAL
Berlin, Nov. 29. The imperial post- rAVUK Ur rtUrLC WILLIAM MOST, chief engineer.
office announces
that all telegrapnir DR. COOK WILL DELIVER LEC- PASSED RESOLUTION FAVORING
CLAUDE FARRINGER, second encommunication with Russia has been
gineer.
HALL
NEW
FOR
FELLOWS
STATEHOOD
JOINT
ODD
AT
TURE
Interrupted Bince noon.
The citizens of Albuquerque '4
JAMES EARLY.
MEXICO AND ARIZONA.
SUNDAY NIGHT.
4 who are being supplied with
WM. GILCHRIST, oiler.
company,
water
from
local
the
The following resolution, favoring
Ur. C. Hall Cook, who Is connected
D0ANE WILL DO
CARLSON, oiler.
CARL
who
municipal
Refavor
and
control 1
joint statehood for New Mexico and
with the Society for Psychical
HLNRY WRIGHT, steward.
of the water plant, will be Inter- NINETY YEARS search, London, England, is in Albu- Arizona, was passed the other day by
ested in some statistics received f
querque, and will speak at the Odd the city council of Santa Fe:
HENRY WALTER, second cook.
a few days ago by Dr. John F.
Resolved, By the city council of
Sunday night, on
next
hall
Fellows
A fireman and a deck hand, names
IT Pearce,
At A o'clock this afternoon Judge his favorite thesis, "Scientific Proof the city cf Santa Fe, New, Mexico
Del.
Wilmington,
from
,
unknown.
upon of Life After Death." Mr. Cook has 'that we believe it to be for the best'
The Information is quite volum- Abbott pronounced sentence
among
Claude Doane, tho
inous,
things
but
other
just arrived here from the coast. Interests of he people generally fori
pertaining to the municipal water If OTHER VESSEL3 IN
murderer of Walter Lyous. The pen- hu Hmieni-f.- i
iffnre niauv audi-- I ! the territories of New Mexico ami'DANGEROUS CONDITION.
plant,
alty Doane will have to pay for kill- - j enct.s
tljat
there
for the Tf
states
Arizona to be admitted to the sisterDuluth, Minn., Nov. 29. The large
Lyons will be ninety years In. the
Th F, Pll.n Evenine News said of hood of states without further delay." year of 1904 the sum of $50,000
' and that separate statehood
penitentiary at hard labor.
was turned over to th city coun- stoel st earner Edenboro, Is on the
for said
his lecture last Sunday evening:
oil after all expenses connected If rocks at Split Rock.
The crime tor which Doane will
"Despite the rain, every one of the territories cannot be secured in the
pay Me. best part of his life was comwith the plant, had been paid. 4
The huge bonfires built on the
we earnestly
2(10 seats In the hall was filled by an near future, therefore,
Aceordiqg to the statistic). the
on j.:
mitted in McKinley county, near the attentive audience and the lecture was urge the passage by the Incoming con-tin- e
shore to cheer the sailor
water rate for a 'house of four
AriKona line.
wrecked steamer Mataafa, afforu9iI it
t was discovered by
of the most interesting given ou gress of an enabling act for Joint
beacon by which the big freighter
nil Indian lioy hording sheep. A badly the subject in the city.
statehood for said territories; and 4 rooms or more. Is 15 a year,
George Gould, from Buffalo, was able
rid ., niposed bony, which was after- "Dr. Cook's whole address was di- - that we indorse the action of the non- - 't which Includes a hydrant In front
wa.-dsto safely pass the piers last night.
league of 4 of the premises.
Identified as Walter Lyons, a rected to tlj end of adducing sclen- - partisan joint statehood
school teacher, was found secreted tiflc proof of spiritual life after mortal New Mexico In its efforts to secure for
9
9 9 The captain of the Goulu says that If
ft
r sc me hushes. Lyons was last seen death. He cited many sworn testl- - the people of New Mexico and Arizona
in company with Doane, who was
monlals from prominent thinkers In the rights of full citizenship In this
found to have Lyons' horse. all walks of life, and backed up these greai repuouc,
Doanu denied the crime, though the documents by psychical proofs by aid
Revolver, Further, That a certified
ARMY
evidence was strong against him, till of the camera. His stereoptlcon exhi- copy of this resolution be forwarded
a few. days ago lie agreed to plead bition was wonderfully
Interesting to the president of the senate and to
guilty to murder In the second degree, and unique, and supplemented
his the speaker of the house ot representTO
AND
cla'ming he was a victim of circum- talks In an impressive and unforget-abl- e atives of the .United States, Washsame
be
stances.
that
the
D.
ington,
C,
and
manner."
spread upon the record of proceedThe motive for the crime was rob
was
ne
Washington. D. C, Nov. 29. The ties, there Is no reason why such inforings of this council.
being
at
Lyons
bery,
the lime
uaj u n TT
A. R. GIBSON.
killed on his way to northern Arizona JUIIll II. UN
military Information division of the mation should not be made public.
Mayor.
.1. P. VICTORY.
It Is the Intent tun to have the reports
to buy cattle with his savings. Dnann
general staff of the army is In pos- of
BACK TO FRISCO
City Clerk, pro tern.
is supposed to have profited about
the American officers carefully edisession of voluminous reports which ted, excluding everything of a critical
JS00 by the murder.
have been niade by army officers nature and confining the approved
OF ROBBING ACCIDENT INSURANCE
TO FACE CHARGE
descriptive
ON HIS FINGERS. who have been acting an military at- text to plain, unbiased
'
ROOM-MATCOUNTY COMMISSIONERS ORDER
OF $1,100 HAS AN
New York, Nov. 29.
Jan Kubellk, taches with the Russian and Japanese passages. It is planned to have these
FOR SAFE COMPANY.
OFFICER
CORALLES BRIDGE REPAIRS
the famous Bohemian violinist, who forces In Manchuria. There are more Issued In two volumes, one devoted to
tour reports yet to come from officers who the Japanese and the other to the
U Just starting on a concert
Detective Freel of San Francisco, throughout
the United Stales, is carry- have not returned from the scene of Russian army. It will probably le a
The county commissioners met yes- who has come to Albuquerque to take
on activities.
Many of the reports are year before, the war department will be
terday, and among other things, or- John Ott back to San Francisco to ing an accident policy of lilfl.nonfinger
accompanied by photographs taken by H'lie to get out an me reiorts, tint it
for each
dered County Surveyor D. J. Rankin face the charge of grand larceny. his fingers, or $5,000
The policy also provides the officers themselves or obtained may be considered advisable to Issue
to repair the Coralles bridge, keeping passed through the city this morning and thumb.
that should Kubelik sustain a tempor - .from photographers with the troops bulletins In the meantime, so that the
ne coin- - en loute to Santa Fe to get
ttie expense witnin jliuu.
Injury, that would Interfere with The Japanese gove' nmet ban linen knowledge of what bus been observed
also counted the votes in tion papers. Mr. Kreel will return to ary playing,
the company will pay his careful about allowing these photo- - by tiie experts in Manchuria mav be
his
rhe justice of the peace and consta-Jihcity this evening and take the ImsnaKer
$J.imm
for each concert he j graphs to get out of the country, but imparted to those most directly interhie election In nrecinct No. 1. award- - niirht train for California with bis
now, with the termination of hostili ested.
Ing the offices to P. I. ueras, justice of prisoner. Ott was niresi. d here oii!"llshPS-thpeace, and Luis Sanchez, consta- - Wednesday night of last week, while!- me. precinct No. 1 is a new precinci ' passing through the city on the
organized in the southern ,.aK,0 limited train, on authority of a
pan of the county.
telegram from the chief of police of
He is charged with
San Francisco.
having solen $l,1.m from the trunk of
ANOTHER EVIDENCE THAT
tU., f'siM,.n
hlo nu.m.m it,, in
ADVERTISING PAYS t'lty. He denies the alligation.
The strong

Rodey and other men who are not
in official life, will be In Washington
a portion of the winter in the interests
of securing the
of the statehood bill.
Mexico ana Arizona as a
Senator Beveridge, chairman of the
way, and statehood advocates
pose that nothing shall bo left undone senate committee on territories, will
that will Induce a favorable action Introduce and press the.wlnt stateby congress. Enormous petitions win nooa inn as eariy as ponsime, in ur-h- o
der to get it out of the way of other
nwannieii in hnth houses bearing
.
I 1.
ttnuiniiOu
ati Inalalallitn
UUi . luiuoui
B
tllA BlUnai irP8 il111 COUIU l a rK
icRioiaii

Washington. Nov.

St. Petersburg. Nov. 29. The situ
at ion again has suddenly grown grave.
strike of telegraph- The
era was declared yesterday and the '
Russian capital today is shut off from
with the Interior. The
workmen's council is deliberating up- n a general political Btrike through
i eiepnonic
out Russia tomorrow.
-- o mnmon.

29.

Pan-Russi-

.

I

.

i

1

Roswell, N.

29. Herbert
newly appointed
governor of New Mexico,! returned
here last night. He was met at the
territorial line by a delegation and
escorted here. He will e given a
rectpt'nn here Thursday night.
Mr. Hage.n.an was accompanied by
bis father, mother and brother, Perry, who resides at Colorado SpringH.
The party was In the Hesperia, the
private
which belongs to J. J.
canie'so near passing at the last ses- - Hagerman.
To the crowd which had assembled
sion. providing for the iidmlsslon of
Oklahoma and Indian Territory as at Roswell, H. J. Hagerman spoke
one state and New Mexico and Arl- - from the car platform, sayliiR in subsoua as another, Is likely to receive stance that he would
l
in his
favorable consideration early in the power to slop licensed gambling in
session.
the territory and that he had no prejudice against anything except corruption In public office.
j

In the direction
admission of New

est effort yet made

4

4

M., Nov.

J. Hagerman, the

ru-- i

-

1

.

10.7!.-

Non-Partis-

do-al-

j

jUUtll

EN!.!L

t

"

.

t

t t

REPORTS OF

ATTACHES

BE EDITED

PUBLISHED

j

j

1

requisi-missioner-

s

e

- ,

j

ANYWAY, LET'S BE THANKFUL

4

:

ATTEND MttTING AT
Issue of
William
Evrning
Citizen.
The
CITY HALL TONIGHT
Sanguinette requested his paper
he.
that
announce
the fact
to
It is very essential that adtneatm
would
like to
(Sanguinette).
of the regulation of the social evil be
know the present whereabouts
present at the meeting to be held at
4 of his nephew. Louie (larbarino.
;lhe city ball tonight. The committee
4 as his uncle, aunt and brother
had recently died at Boulder, 4 from the council, composed of Abler-- '
men Harrison. Ilfeld and Walker, ap-- i
Colo., and left him considerable
pointed to look into anil ascertain the
brought
money.
The article
torth the required information. 4 best means of handling the question.
of doing with the ma
4 ainf Mr. Sanmiinettp this morn- - 4 are
ins; informed The Citizen thai 4 ler what the people tiiiiik best, audi
tliey will be present at the meeting to-- !
4 4 (larbarino wri at camp No. 3.
night to receive any suggestions thai!
4 in the timbers, at work for the
American Lumber company. "II 4 may be offered. In fact, tlu-- lequestj
pays to advertise." remarked Mr. 4 that suggestions be made, ami have
called this meeting tonight expressly
Suugulnette, "and especially In
for that purpose. Tho meeting will
The Citizen, when yon waul
be open to the public, and those in4 quick results.''
terested are expected to be present.
In

Monday afternoon's

j

de.-iro-

- j

these fire, had

not been hull! hl vna.
New York. Nov. 29. The resignasel would aurely have been wrecked tion
of president Richard A. McCurdjt

near me point
met her doom.

wnere tne Mataara of the Mutual Life Insurance
com'
pany, was accepted today by U
hoard of trustees of that company.
SHAKE IP AMONG
y
The resignation or President
was formally presented to the
AMAASSADORS AND SUCH
board of trustees today. Frederick
Cromwell, treasurer of the MutnaJ
Havana, Nov. 29. The AmuncMi Life, was named b ythe trustees to
minister, Herbert G. Squires, has ca- act temporarily as president of th
company.
bled his resignation to Washington.
The resignation of Justice Rufus W.
The minister refused to be Interviewed, but It. can ho HtJttt,l ihat tho Peckham as a trustee of the Mutual,
complaint!
was also received by the board and acCuban government cabled a
10 wasnmgton
againsr Squires' atti- cepted.
tude on the Isle of Plneg question. On
Hamilton Located In Parla.
receipt of Secretarys Root's message
Andrew Hamilton, to whom ibm
with
reference to the complaint, Mutual Life Insurance company paid
Squires Immediately resigned.
hundreds of thousands, of dollars, ha
been located in Paris. John McCall,
Morgan Provided For.
or the New York Life, and
Washington. D. C, Nov. 2!i. Edwin secretary
eon of President McCall, testified to
V. Morgan, at present minister to Kotoday before the Insurance Inrea, has been appointed minister to this
vestigating committee, and said that
Cuba, to succeed Squires.
It was his, (McCall's) Intention
to
sail Saturday for Paris to try and InJapan Step Up a Peg.
Tokio, Nov. 2i. It has been form- duce Hamilton to return to America
ally decided to elevat the Japanese and give an accounting of the money
legations at London. Washington, received by him from the New York
Paris, Berlin and St. Petersburg to Life. Prosecutor Hughes, representing the' committee of investigation,
,
embassies.
asked McCall to get an order from
Hamilton to bis agents here, to surMOUNTAIN LION SHOT
render Hamilton's paper, and Mc.
NEAR COYOTE SPRINGS Call promised to do so.
Armstrong to Policyholders.
Senator Armstrong, chairman of the
THE FIRST TO BE KILLED. IN THE
investigating
insurance
committee,
V iflZANO MOUNTAINS'.
"I am
YBARS WEIGHED TWO today Issued the following:
asked for a brief message to policyHUNDRED POUNDS.
holders on the eve ot our adJour-me- nt
ft r a month, and am glad to
The first mountain lion "to lie kill J
tl, it. suggestion:- - lh not alio
i.Xb Manzano ruountalUH In awvcial make
years, was killed near Coyote Springs your policies to lapse on account of
yeBterday by F. M. Donavin, who anything revealed in the Investigation.
owns a ranch in the vicinity of the I'o'icyho!ilers are in a better position
springs. The pelt was brought to the now tl an before tho investigation
city this morning and placed on exhi- began and their position ought to
bition at Topham'g mineral water steadily Improve as our Inquiry proplace of business. The lion weighed ceeds."
about LMIO pounds, and the pelt is a
beauty.
DISTRICT COURT
Mr. Donavin said thai he was out
hunting In Coyote canyon yesterday
l)p APmorning, when his dogs came running JUDGE ABBOTT TAKE3
PLICATION FOR CHANGE
OF
to him with their backs all in brisVENUE IN M'CLURE MURDER
tles. Ixioking twenty feet away, he
CASE.
saw the lion, which apparently had
been chasing the dogs, but which upon)
Judge Abbott today took up the apBeing nun naci sioppeu. a suoi in uie
shoulder brought the animal down plication for a change of venue la
the McClure murder case, aud arguand the dogs soon finished him.
ments were stilt being made at 3
o'c lock this afternoon.
McClure la
MILLION DOLLAR BODY
killed two native
BOND IS 8ERVED. charged with having
crossing
at
Posta, on
South Norwalk, Conn., Nov. 29. A ranchmen
Rio Puerco, last summer, with an
body writ for one million dollars has the
Judge W. C. Heacock, attorney
been served upon C. Munson Ray- ax. McClure,
claims that the defendmond, former New York bunker, in for will
not receive an impartial trial '
a suit brought to recover securities ant
se
county Jury
and bonds in the amount of over a lefoie of1. Bernalillo
numerous: relatives of
the
million dollars, which it la said were
men killed being residents of the
entrusted to Raymond more than two the
that the case be
years ago. The name of the plaintiff county, and pleads county
into another
for trial.
has not been made public. It Is said takeu
The documents of the McKinley
that Raymond has evaded service of county
court arrived today and It la
suit for two years. He was found last likely thai
cases of the McKinley
night at the home of his nephew,
docket will be taken up on FriSeymour Curtis, here. In preference comity
to going to Jail, in default of a mil- day, tomom w being Thanksgiving.
lion dollar bond, Raymond agreed to GERMANY
TERMINATES OUR
be constantly under the guard of two
TRADE TREATY WITH HER.
deputy sheriffs.
Washington, Nov. 29. The German
government today through its embassy
LAS CRUCES IS
here informally renounced the state
department agreement of July 10th,
NOW CELEBRATING Hum, under section 3 of the Uingley
act, which regulates the admission of
products
certain Cerman
4 4 4 4
the
to
Special to The Citizen.
I'ulted States in return for minimum
Las Cruces, N. M., Nov. 2U.
tariff rates on American products.
The Water Users' association Iibh
The agreement will expire March I
received a message from Secrenexl.
tary Hitchcock staling that be
TAKING OF MITYLENE
has apportioned $2UO,ouU to the
CAUSES NO EXCITEMENT.
dam
a
diversion
as
unit
of the entile Klep'nant Unite proMitylene, Island of Mitylene, Nov.
ject of ihe reclamation service.
29.
All Is quiet lie re lod.iv. The lauding of Ihe in', rii n t ii 1'iit demonstratCruces is celebrating today.
This is Ihe I.eexlmrg diversion
ors and il'e m'..-rii- ii
m oeriipution f
.111 is.dam which was washed out last
Ihe
an postal building
year, anil $ ,imo,oi lout to propil limit
arousing
weicii'iied on
erly holders.
lis restoration
demon! a! ion mi the part of the
will place 40,11011 acres in cultiTin I. r
So peaceful is the ixipulace,
vation.
thai .',"11 nut of the linn nu n that land
withdrawn.
ed were sti l.st qnont
.

SEV-ERA-

L
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t
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COOPERATIVE COMMISSION
CINCINNATI CHURCH CELEBRATES

EDUCATION MEETS IN VIRGINIA

DIAMOND JUBILEE OF FOUNDING!
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 29. 'The Nintn
Street Baptist Church is celebrating
the diamond jubilee of Its foundutiou
today and tho celebration will continue for four day. The exercise
in honor of the seventy-fiftanniversary of the church will begin this
veiling with a large meet lug of a
ial character
The three
of the church, the
living
Rev. Johnston Myers of Chicago, the
Rev. VVarrcu Partridge of Pittsburg,
ami the Rev. Waylund Hoyt of Philadelphia, will be present and will adAfter the
dress the congregation.
meeting refreshments will be served
The exercises tomorrow will include
a thanksgiving .service, with a grand
Thanksgiving anniversary sermon as
the principal feature. On Friday a
nii-rlf-

"reminiscent" prayer meeting will lie
held. At that meeting the senior
members of the church, many ot
whom have been members
tor the
last sixty five years, will tell of the
early prayer meetings of the old con
gregation. Names of the notable
tortile,' members, long auo called to
ret, vi!l be recalled As a special
token cl remembrance carnage,, will
be sent to convey the elder member
to the church for the "reminiscent"
tueiting. The closing service of the
Jubilee will be an historical sermon,
on the Sunday following Thanksgiving. The pastor of the church, the
Rev. John Herget, will preach this
sermon, and In It will review the en
tire pa.it history, triumphs and suc
(ts.-tof the Ninth btrett church.
o

FOR

i

'

7J

Grfe ft

- 'I he s'e
l.ym hliurg. Va.. Nov
sion of the
Kdii'ai ional
Commission, which opens here Ibis
afternoon, promises to be of unusual
interest mid ot considerable importance to the cause of education in the
south. Tt at hers and deb gates of the
various educational ei gaui.at ions and
institul il l's in tliis state, are bet e in
!arj;e niitnln
in attend the conven
Hun. and then- is also a fair spriniv
' n X of
educator-- II0111 ot.ier slu'es ill
the south, who will assist In tint
on
ions and deliver addrei-seeducational sut'j"i is
The opening
H! i.e ciilled to order al 4:H"
xessioii
'clock this afternoon, and will be
na
opened 'villi
and pracr After
bave been welcomed by
the dilegati-the iiiaor and appropriate resstiises
have hem made, a uauiber d com

t,

-

s

111

i

Uncle Sam:
growing.

There's

a

chdd bat wanti both wing., the drumstick.. a"d all of the .tuff.ng, and hi.

ii- -

mittees will be appointed and other
lotitine busiiie.--s transacted.
There
will be Htioiher meeting (his evening,
at which sonie important addresses
will be delivered.
The convention,
which will be un open forum for the
discussion of educational
matters,
v i!l clo.e 011 Friday, afternoon.
The
aims of the convention will center
upon some coiirreit. action in the
in increasing the school facilities of ihe stale.
Visitors will have an oppn.iuii
to
see and inspect the schools of this
litv al their regular work, and their
work in drawing, cooking, sewing and
manual training will le placed on exhibition
Tomorrow there will be a
procession of 3.rno pupils from the
Lynchburg public schools and 7"0
from the state normal v:lurf'. at Pariu
ville.

1'

(
ALHUUUEliQUK EVENING C1T1ZKN.

PAGE TWO.
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THE EVENING CITIZEN
The Citizen Publishing Company
Kntxtredat PctnfRc for tmnminkn ihrmifrh th
matin u second clan matter.

11Y

WANT

POPULAR

FRANCES GlUi HEATH INGERSOLI..

What docs thanksgiving moan to
you? If we all told. the truth, some
of ii would be mightily ashamed. "I
do not Fiippose you have "thanks-givinOfficial Paper of Itarnalillo County
at your house?" complacently
and Ciity of Albuquerque.
to the Bhabliy
remarked Mr. H
little woman who staod In her mag- Associated Pirn Afternoon Dispatches.

g'

Largest City snd County Circulation.
The Ltrrest New Mexico Circulation.
lirarst Northern Arijrrm Circulation.

terms or subscription:$f.00
....
2.00

Dally by Carrier, 60c per month

Montezuma Trust Co.

The Citizen's Classified Columns Promote Business

and potatoes and baked apples she
gave thanks shanks
for
childish
prattle and laughter ami loving childish hearts there were none in that
other name. Thanks for clean souls
In
healthy little bodies for
the
mother love that made the rough path
smooth and Its thorns to be like the
rose; for some one for whom to work,
and sacrifice, and deny self; for the
blessednets of toil and its compensation; for Gild's sunshine and shadow;
the rain anil the dew, the storm and
the calm; for the soul and mind culture that lifted her out of life's sordid round on the hills of hope and
beauty and pence and content, and
where the apple or a dainty bit of
china was given to the little cripple
across the way; she gave thanks that
she had never been too poor to make
some one else happy or too saddened
with life's burdens to bring a little
sunshine Into some one else's life.
do you see
And the other woman
nnything for which she could give
thanks? I don't, unless It was the
capacity that any animal has of gorging to completion, and rejoicing that
she had more to eat than her neighbor. Rather a low plane, Is It not?
"giving
What ate we you and
thanks" tor this year of our Lord.

ALBUQUERQUE, NET MEXICO
Here you'll find
what you've been

One cent per word, each

looking

MINIMUM

In-
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Solicits

New
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OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J. C. Baldridge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

LUNA, President.
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DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TPPEKA
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
Officers and Director!.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEBJ
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS
TJ. S.

President

vice PresMent

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

DEPOSITORY.
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Authorised Capital
Paid Up CpiUl, Surplus and Profits

$500,000.09
$250,000.00

Depository for Atchison, Topeka ft Banta Fa Railway Company
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The State National

Bank

OF ALBUQUERQUE
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CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

.........

.........1100.000.00

y

$260 ,000.00

We have nad a very satisfactory growth sine tfcs MtabUstms&t
If you srs not oas of our customers, irs should Uk
an opportunity to shew you our superior facilities.
of our baak.

O. N. MARRON, President,
J. B. HBRNDON. Cashier.

D. A. McPHKRSON. Ylee Presides.
ROY Mc DONALD, AMlelaat Cashier.

OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

L.

?.

1878

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
tn the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

ALBUQUERUE. N. M.

AVENUE

Would you take No for an answer
if you knew you were right?
That's

l

logical ones :
are reason
Economy, comiurt, no dirt, no boiln-rno worry,
and always ready, heat
where aud win n uii ivaa: it by
of a niau-hTurn off t'v
Vou can't .!
ami' the
li'iit wilh a furnace. Try a gas hea'i r
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ortli while. A
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Do It Today!
The AlbUQuerqua

Gas, Electric Light & Power
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BAP K OF COMMERCE

203 W. Badroad Ave.

At Consistent Prices
'

.1.

C.

IJALDRIDGJ3

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S PAINT
BUILDING
t'H ERM
PAPER
Alwsa
. .
Covers more, looks best, wears
ock.
Plaster,
Lime,
cement.
-gnomical
mn
full
inn,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, ete.
measure.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

,
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BOARD FINISHES

MMB

ITS GREAT WORK
Winds Up Affairs of Territorial

LESS

THAN

PAGE THREE.

FREE EXCURSffOM
Providing the Weather Permits

Exhibition at St.
Louis.
EXPENDS

CITIZEN.

$35,000

The Bnul meeting of the New Mexboard of managers of the Louisiana Purchase exposition, was held
In Santa Ke Monday and yesterday,
There were present
in the capitol.
the following members of the board:
Charles A. Spless, 1m Vegad, president; Carl A. Dalies. Willard, vice
president; W. B. Walton, Silver City,
.ecretary; Arthur Sellgman, Sftnta
Ke, treasurer; Prof. Fayette A. Joues,
Albuquerque, and Jose D. Sena, Santa
Herbert J. Hagennan,
Ke. members.
of Roswell, the seventh member, was
unavoidably absent.
,
A great deal of business was trans-acted. The sessions were very har-- ;
tnonious and the transactions of the
board were closed and the records or
dered deposited with the archieves of
the Fecretary of the territory.
Board Is Abolished.
With the adjournment of the meeting yesterday the board of managers
passed out of existence. It has made
very creditable record, and the New
exhibits at the Si. I.ouis
Mexico
World'B fair were of such a character as to have been a source of great
pride and gratification to the people
of J he territory. The entire expenditures of the lioard of managers for all
purposes during its existence amounted to approximately $;!5.HM). A small
amount of the funds was returned.
Seventeen handsome cases built of
highly polished woods, used for min-- ,
eral exhibits during tne exposition
were donated to the School of Mines
at socorro.
s
A fine and large collection of
from the territory, exhibited at
the fair, was donated to the University of New Mexico at Albuquerque.
collect km or nann-- i
The extensive
Homely bound books containing many-rarphotographic views of the cities,!
mountains, plains and mesas of New;
prepared by Mrs. William
Mexico,
Curtis Bailey, was presented to the
j
historical society in Santa Fe.
Credit All Accounts.
All current accounts were audited
the treasand paid and the Isioks-'ourer and secretary were audited, approved and ordered closed.
A set of books, entitled "Historical
Review of the Louisiana Purchase
in ten superbly bound volumes, was ordered purchased and presented to Charles A. Spiess as a
slight token of the valuable services
he rendered as president of the board.
The final report of the proceedings
and doings of Hie board prepared by
was read, ap
a special committee,
proved and ordered printed in pnm-- l
pMot form. The pamphlets are to
lie distributed as follows:
One copy to each federal, territorial,!
county and city official in New Mex-- j
in
ico. One to each commissioner
each state and territory in the Union.
One copy to each foreign commissioner In exchange. One hundred
copies to be distributed in each county
)
of New Mexico to tax payers.
Distributed Literature.
In conjunction with the bureau of
Immigration, 6,000 copies of a liand-- i
soinely Illustrated and finely executed
tiook entitled. "To the Land of Sunshine," and l.SHO copies of a valuable
book named. "Mines and Minerals ofj
A.
New Mexico." by Prof. Fayette
.limes, were printed, and the major
portion of them distributed during the
exposition at St. I.ouis. Four thou-- ,
sand copies of the report of the governor of New Mexico for llto.l and
small bulletins on counties In the
territory were also distributed by the
bureau of Immigration at the New
Mexico building.

To prove to the good people of Albuquerque that all we have said about the beautiful 50 foot
residence lots in the Eastern Addition, Highlands, is true, we have arranged for

ico

TRIMBLE'S BIG FOUR HORSE TALLY HO
1

to make hourly trips from the office of the Surety Investment Company,
Street, opposite Barnett Building, on

j

I

J

.10.-"0- 0

STRtET

TRUSTED

CAR

EMPLOYE

OP EL PASO, FOUND SHORT IN
ACCOUNTS, AND HE HAS
El
Paso, Texas, Nov. lift. J. E.
Mossier, employed in a responsible position with the El Paso Elect tic railway, has, it Is reported. Joined the

South, Second

'

Thank.sgiwimg Bay
Eastern Addition, Highlands

crkV

AT WHICH TIME YOU ARE INVITED TO TAKE A RIDE FREE OF CHARGE

min-vral-

e

HO

company will be on the ground, with
Representatives
by a uniformed cook and Pure water
SBrVQCl
tlGS
large plats to show the unsold lots and ruling prices, also from a forty foot well driven on the
grounds. American flags will mark the different block corners. Bring your wife and friends, be our guests, and take a look at those beautiful
residence lots 50x142 ft.,v25 to 50 ft. above the mud and lowlands, which are selling at from $125, $150 to $200 per lot. Only $10 down, $1 per week.
of-th-
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Watch for a General Advance Soon
SURETY INVESTMENT CO., Owners D
P.S.

If

liEs

you want first choice come around and see us before the big Thanksgiving rush

Must Modify Foot Ball Rules
and Eliminate Rough.
Playing.
of the
Abvhotigh the president
United States has pronounced against
football as It is played today; although
college presidents have deplored the
tendency to roughness that characterize the playing of some of the larger
elevens, and although many small colleges and schools have abandoned
football as a result of fatalities on the
gridiron this scurf in. the fact remains
tiiat the game was never more popular, judged by attendance und enthusiasm, than it is this year. At the
spectagame 32.O0O
tors diet red for their favorites and
many more thousands were unable to
buy admittance tickets because every
available inch of room was occupied.
Thousands were turned away from
game. Twenty-fthe Michigan-Minnesot- a
ive
thousand people crowded the'
stands at Minneapolis at the
isconsin
game.
The tickets
for the Yale-I- 't iiiisylvania game were
sold many days before tile day of the
game.
The honors to be won on the gridiron are as alluring today as ever
they were, the attendance is greater,
the candidates for the places on the
teams are more numerous than in the
Vale-Princet-

history of the colleges. Against such
condition of affairs protein against
the game seems futile.
Hut when President Roosevelt came
out for a modification of rules he
struck the keynote of the situation.
Rough playing should be eliminated.
The mass play should be abolished,
or restricted.
The penalty for slugging and other dlsagreebale tactics
should be so Severe that no player
will have a second opportunity during a season to indulge his brutal tendencies.
in this connection,, the following
opinions are to the point:
President Roosevelt: llru'ality and
foul play should receive the same
summary punishment given to a man
who cheats at cards or who strikes
a foul blow In lioxing.
The umpire
must have the widest latitude in enforcing this principle. We want simple rubs; complicated rules offer too
many loopholes.
Conch W. T. Held. Harvard:
The
game as played today has fundamenbe
tal faults that cannot
removed hy
mere technical revision of the rules.
I have come to believe that the game
ought to be radically vhangod or

"choir invisible." and the company
which for many months hail given him
employment is out a sum of money
o
remitted variously from $2,200
$,t")0 or 15,000.
It appears thut Mossier aas been out
of the city for slightly over a week,
hut it is said no suspicion was excited until his anbsence revealed the
probable reason.
His employers were reluctant to admit that anything was wrong and di;!
not do so until no other conclusion
r ihein. The amount of UNION THANKSGIVING SLRVICE
was left
I THREE
BUSINESS
is not announced defibib bhoiliii-sAT ELKS OPERA HOUSE
nitely, but it is said to be within the
HOUSES BURNED
figures named above. He was bonded in the sum of $5.0uO.
Program.
LAS VEGAS
SUFFERS A MOST
I.
DESTRUCTIVE BLAZE YESTER-- I
THANKSGIVING DINNER
Wagner
Tannhauser March
DAY MORNING.
Piano, Organ, Violin.
THE' Holy, Holy, Ijord, God Almighty..
EAT YOUR TURKEY WITH
Congregation.
Fire broke out in the candy store
LADIES' AID SOCIETY OF THE '
Rev. E. E Craw ford of I). W. MiMler, on Center hi reef,
Invocation
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH.
.Schilling at an early hour this morning and
Jubilate I)eo
the flames were extinguished
Choir.
Bill of Fare.
Scripture Reading
thai place, tin- - buildings occupied
Koast Turkey Cranberry Sauce.
Salad.
Cooper jointly by W. H Seewald and A. I.
Rev. Hugh
Moiled Ham.
Celery. Jerusalem .
Moston Baked Means.
Parker lLggius & Son, and the restaurant
Mashed Potatoes.
Mr. T. Y. Maynard.
conducted by Reuben Phillips, known
Relisnes. Prayer
O'een Peas.
Pickles.
Rev. J. C. Rollins its the Motiteiima. were luially deThe God of Abraham Praise....
Mince. Pumpkin and Kerry Pie.
stroyed, nays the Optic.
I) .UL'hnuts. Cheese.
The fire originated in the candy
Dudley Muck
'
Tea.
Coffee.
Itiead and Mutter.
store, and is supisised to have bce'i
Choir.
, .Rev. J. W. Marmn caused by the stove, in which the
Sermon
Kifty cents per plate. I "inner from Sc, Kr All Eternity .... Mascheroni proprietor had left a little (Ire burn12 to 2:30 and irom 5 to ?:M p. m
ing at a lulu hour. The flames were
Miss Ada Campfield.
Ion't forget the musical recital in (Willi violin obligato by Mr. R. W. discovered creeping out the front of
ih church at 8 o'clock.
Madden.)
the " building near the roof, at about
";
on Associated Charities,
a. in., and the alarm w as sounded
Pay
your poll taxes today at Addresses
Judge Abbott and Geo. S. Klock by an engine at the depot. The shrill
O'Rielly & Company's drug store.
II.
nines of he whistle were taken up by
(HTertorv solo. Cavatina
Koff tin' round house, mid other engines
Man's Unselfishness
Mr. Madden.
in the yards, and the members of the
U often as great as woman's.
But
J , Ann rica
fire departments were soon aroused.
Thos. 8. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repub- H mn Mil
Congregation.
The first two men of the east side
lican." of
Ind was not
organization got the hose wagon out
unreasonable, when he refused to Benedict ion
Mendelsohn and were. on the seme throwing water
allow toe doctors to opera'e on his March from Athalia
Rosa F. Gideon. Pianist.
before ihe other members of the comwile, for female trouble. "Instead,"
H. W. Madden. Violinist.
pany arrived. The K. Romero h"e
he says, "we concluded to try Electric
Choir consists of Misses Campfield, company was soon on the scene and
Mnters. My wife was then so sick,
she could hardly leave her bed, and Hale. Johnson, Mesdames Ten Kyck, s veral streams of water were tinnfive (5) physicians had failed to re- Tetinant. sopranos;
Mesdames Hale, ed nil tlu bla.e.
A very strong wind
Miller. Drury, Cassidy, altos;
was blowing
Prof.
lieve ber. After taking Electric
she was perfectly cured, and can Hodgin. Clark, Mesne, Messrs. "offet, from the west, and it looked for a
now perform all her household
Wlutehili. Sanctuary, tenors; Messrs. long time as it the entire square was
Guaranteed by all druggists Cassidy, Curtin, Hopping, Maynard, doomed. Luckliy l!i bid- - walls of the
price 50c.
buildings weii- nearly all adobe, and
bassos. Miss Nellie Pratt, organist.
Minnesota-W-
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roofs were wet from recent ruins,
and there were few flying sparks and
embers. The firemen did heroic work,
and succeeded in saving valuable papers and some of the tools from the
building occupied by W. H. Seewald
and Higgins & Son. Nothing else was
saved.
I .
W. Butler
recently had his
slot,., insured, and, although his stock
ami equipment was worth about four
hundred dol'ars, his loss will be small.
Mr. Seewald, who conducted h jewelry store and repair shop, wns not a
heavy loser, although he recently
Most of
had his insurance reduced.
his valuables were locked in his big
safe, which was unharmed. His loss
was mostly in tools and repairing supplies and two large and valuable time
&.
Sou,
regulators.
A. D. HiggiUH
who had an Insurance ami real estate
otlice In the same store, carried no
Insurance, but nearly all their books
and records were at the residence.
They lost some valuable papers and
also some office furniture.
Mr. und Mrs. Phii.ips lived in
meats in the restaurant building
anil lost all their clothing in the conflagration, and also $l,uoit in bills,
which Mr. Phillips had hidden In the
back part of the building. He tried
to save his money, but was driven
back by the flames after being badly
scorched.
Charles Wright owned the restaurant building. Dr. F. II. Atkins owned
the storeroom occupied by Mr. Seewald ard the firm of Hlggins & Son.
and the candy store building was
owned by a gentleman named CromAll
well, who resides In New York.
the buildings were insured. They had
years and
bPen built for twenty-fiv- e
were "Id ami of little value.

SAME OLD

JACK-IN-THE-BO-
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TOM

up-pa- rt

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION.

If. E. No. S7!'.
Department of the Interior, Land
fice ar San! a Fe, New Mexico,

tober

OfOc-

31, Mm.",.

Notice is hereby given tha' the following named settler has filed notice
of his intention to make final proof
in
of his claim, and that said
proof will be made b fore the probate clerk at Alhuqtierone, New Mexico, on December 5. IIiii.j. viz..
Meco, widow of Francisco Heco,
deceased, of Valencia county, for the
SKi. NV"t SKU. SW'i NE',4,
2S.
of
township 12 north,
Uer-trud-

lance 7 west.
He names th following witnesses
to pnne
his continuous residence
upon and ciiivation of said land,
viz., Juan Rautisto Kowemisneh.
Powto, Jose
and
Alona, all of liaguna, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
y

Dis-etiT- e

Register.

Senator Morgan, of Alabama, believes he has found a serious defect in the administration's latest proposal
-r
But Few Are Free.
the solution of the railroad rate problem Washington Dispatch.
But fer people are entirely free from!
Indigestion at this season of the year.
New Tailor Shop.
Kodol Oyspepsla Cure is not only the
WHAT HAVE YOU TO TRADE
HAIR SEVEN FEET LONG.
retu.tly ti uie because It digests
A .1.
the well known tailor For property at Los Cerrillos? Co t
tet
See the
lady in our winh:,- what you eat but because it alio
o,ietiid u ul'.or s!;o;i on North $l,::.',o: trading p. ice. one half of dow. Free consjltation with hair and
the dilative appara'us to as- Fir.--r s'reet. where he is ready tc cost. A snap, if you can use the scalp specialist this week. J. M.
similate an l transform Ml food Into cVaii. press and repair ladies' ami ino;.i-i- i
Dcii't
be afraid to talk O'Rielly 4 Co., drugg sts.
blood.
t,:s' clothing. Suits made to order. w'ih toe. T. I..
Kodol rellev.;.-sou- r
300 South
stomach, heart burn, belrhin?, I' iTon-isfof former customers, solicit Mrn.idw.-ivGRAND BALL.
and all forms of liiJljiL-stioned.
Thanksgiving night, Elks ball room.
Spend your leisure Mine at the pool Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by
"Ii-i;- ;.
"Mother was l.icky" papa bought a
drip, dri;., oil v ryw lid
hall a; No. 11.1 West Railroad ave-th- e
gas range.
cook wi;li fcal'e gas.
Duj
GOGALION CLUB.
f-

long-haire-

s
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If It Happened Today, You Can Read About It In Today's Evening Citizen.
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Why Wait Until Tomorrow?
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THE. BEST OF THANKS
song

a pony
hlH two little
And In the evening they cume to thank him.
"I have had such fine fun every minute of the day," exclaimed one. "O, how I thank you!" Cjuickly the father
Said the
tamed to the other. "And you?" ho asked.
A

and

father gave to each of

cart

koy: "I took the little cripple arross the street out for a
long ride.
Then I hauled a tired Nviishwoman's heavy
And
I drove on an errand for mother.
banket for her.
the rest of the day I loaned the pony and rart to lit t la
sJstcr.
I give you, dear father, the thanks of all of
these."
The father's fare lighted up like a lantern.
Shall we think thai God is pleased with our thanks
for health and strength when we have used these precious gifts only for ourselves and lent none to the sick
Of what avail, in the mind on high, is
and weak?
strength not used to help bear some brother's burden?
Can our thanks for plenty and content sound sincere to
the ear of the infinite while the alleys behind our pleasant dwellings are wretched with poverty and despair?
Thanks that are empty words of the mouth, with no
deeds back of them to set the heartstrings In
vibration can such thanks as these be heard above the
ceaseless moan of the world's woe which we have not
Bought to still?
Certainly, we have remembered God; we. have prayed faithfully, thanking Hiiu for blessings and asking for
more; we have been regular in worship at the church
we have helped to liiiild to His glory; but have we remembered that every home where want or sickness or
misfortune dwells, is also a place for us to worship Him,
and that a kindly word and a helpful lift are the sweetMere thanks of the ruouth are but
est thanks to God?
mockery; make them real, a delight to earth and heaven.
Iel us take our strength to the weak and the fallen, and
let their thanks bo ours. Let us carry our content to
the widow and the fatherless, whose faintest whisperings
are heard on high. Let us go with our health into the
hospitals and see thanks signaled straight to the heart
of God from the brightened eyes of pain.
Kor what we have gotten out of this world it is easy
to be grateful.
But for what we have been able to give
unto it of help, of sympathy, of sacrifice, of cheer, of
uplift, of soul-stufor this we may give thanks that
will blend, Infinitely sweet, into the eternal music of the
spheres.
ff

PLENTY AND FAMINE

The present situation of the railroad business is
comparable to the case of a farmer who has raised big
crops, but who has to take them to market in a wheelbarrow Instead of In wagons drawn by horses, says the
New York Mail.
That this is scarcely an exaggerated
estimate is proved by the facts that the New York Central railroad has a daily call for from 4,0(10 to 5,o(io more
freight cars than it can supply, and that in the week
ended November 11 that great roail, with a glut of wheat
at Buffalo demanding transportation to New York city,
was able to take only four car loads of grain there over
is own proper lines!
Such are the results of the car famine. One western railroad, with headquarters at Chicago, reports that
there is not a moment nowadays- when it could not use
a thousund more cars than it has, if It possessed them
The managers say that they have given up trying to han.
die the business that Is offered them.
But why, the reader may ask, do not the railroads
Veep and run enough cars to carry their traffic?
The
answer to this question is two-folFirst, the country
needs more railroads and the roads need more cars.
It
pays better to have a slight lack of equipment and everything used to its utmost capacity, than to have a surplus of equipment lying Idle.
Hence, the basis of equip
ment is taken from the average year.
But this year is
altogether a record breaker.
In the second place, more
than 200,000 new cars have been ordered this year, and
the shops simply cannot turn them out fast enough.
Though this congestion Is decidedly inconvenient,
and Is driving shippers and railroad men frantic, It has
Its very reassuring side. It is the immediate expression
of an abundance which will soon make itself felt lu
every home. The shout for "more ears," which follows
I he
traffic managers over the telephone to their very
beds, is really a paean of prosperity.
-
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What Makes a Nation's
Greatness to Arise?
By B. W. Emerson.

0000X)00X)0000C0XXXX0XXXXi
What builds a nation's pillars high
And its foundations strong?
What makes It mighty to defy
The Joes that round It throng?

oococococococococo
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FRIDAY,
DECEMBER U

THANKSGIVING
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The Highly Humorous Plays,

The Broken

Is It the sword? Ask the red dust
Of empires passed away;
The blood has turned their stones to rust.

altar wreathed with
flowers
And piled with fruits, awake again
Thanksgivings for the golden hours,
The early and the latter rain,
Whittles.
And let these

Hearted Club
AND

Their glory to decay.

Sarah's
Young Man

And Is It pride?

Ah! that bright crown
Has seemed to nations sweet;
But God has struck its luster down
In ashes at His feet
Not gold, but only man, can make
A people great and strong;
Men who, for truth and honor's sake,
Stand fast and suffer long.

Thanksgiving Is the time when every Man and Hoy should appear at his best and neatly
from head to foot. Everything a. Man or Boy wars Is

Auspices f Woman's Club, under the
direction of Mrs. Walton.

Brave men who work while others sleep.
Who dare while others fly
They build a nation's pillars deep
And, lift them to the sky.

OOXXXXXXXXXCOOOO0CKX

Errors of the Early

Explorers Exposed

From the Denver Republican.
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EACH

Suits, Top Coats and Overcoats in all the late and correct styles,
the choicest creations.

all sorts of Toggery In

FERFORMER

IS A STAR.

Admission
Reserved Seats

M. MANDBLL, Fiyio

On gale nt MaUon's book store on
November 29.

5 th

We Have Moved
mbes im

Call

- - -

KITTY

THE SQUARE MUSIC

AT A

Fletcher
Investment Co.
--

.Cripple Creek, Colo.

The Ladies' Aid society of the Lead
Avenue M. E. church will give a fine
turkey dinner in the church parlors
Thanksi:lvinK Day, serving from 12 to
2:30 o'clock and from 5:30 to 7:30 p
m. Tickets, fifty cents.

DEALERS.

206 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

g
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LONDON

CLUB

LIVERY

AND

FOR

CHRISTMAS COOKING,
The finest flour is an absolute
essential,
especially for cakes
and pastry.
The "Empress"
brand is a flour that never yet
has been surpassed in any particular. Its flavor Is fine and
delicate, it has fine body, and
full of those nutritious qualities so desirable In a family

reeo stables
Corner Second and Marquette.

flour.

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto pnone, an. toio., 3uu Kea. h
H
Day and Night Hack.
Albuquerque,
Mexico. H
New

xxxxxxxxxxxTxxxrxxxxxxxrxx
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

HOUSE
mimmm Oh.

i

Installment Plan

oooooooooooooooo
THE NEW YORK FAIR
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Turkeys
Geese
Ducks
Chickens

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE

&

CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

THANKSGIVING
DINNER WA ttE SALE

our Dinner Glassware department.
Now is the accepted time. Our assortments are at flood tide more complete than ever before.
CUT PRICES FOR THANKSGIVIn

ING SALE.

56 PIECE
$13 Pink

$14.75
ow

DINNER SETS, REDUCED.
Rose Pattern, now. . . . $10.00
I.ifUit
Blued coloring,
$11.00

$S American Beauty Pattern
$6.50
$7.50 ( College
Dinner Set, 42

1

Two Thousand Pounds

Easy Payments

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

WHERE TO DTNE WELL

For
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STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route: good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday, I mj'mmVf?
"ni.Ki
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble ffi
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea. N. M.
One or the nicest ptaces in the city
Is the pool hall. No. 115 West RailFURNITURE,
road avenue. Call and enjoy

i
t

I

West Copper Avenue.
Wholesale Agent

114

Santa Fe Restaurant
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Superiority of Horticulture.
When we consider the small cost of irrigating au
acre of orchard even if the water is pumped from a
well and the greater certainty of the crop, and the
great superiority of such crop in the semi-ari- d
orchard,
I think the profit
will far outweigh the cost of artificial
watering.
The crops of horticulture, the apples, pears, peaches,
plums, cherries, grapes, and berries, are worth much
more, acre for acre, than the crops of agriculture the
cereal foods, the forage, and the animal food products.
us consider the Items.' A crop of corn is a good one
that yields fifty bushels 3,imii) pounds of grain to the
acre of land. That is worth $30. half or which goes for
planting, culture and harvest.
The net yield of the acre
Is $15.
An acre of apple orchard, In full bearing, will
produce 1,000 bushels of upples, or 50,ooo pounds of product if it is a good crop.
Let us call the apples worth
1 cent a pound
the same value as the corn. They will
always be worth as much as this if well handled.
But
we need not reckon off more than lo to 20 per cent of
gross value for the cost or cultivation and harvesting.
Call it 20 per cent.
This leaves $100 as the net value
of a first class crop of apples against $1! for the corn,
each on its acre of ground, sure every year. The Earth.

at Our New Salesroom

LEARNARD & LINDEMA NN

Wireless Telegraph

BARGAIN
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ELKS' THEATRE
u

Carefully Selected

Hats, Neckwear. Gloves and

Here's to a pleasant Thanksgiving!

50c
75c

Prof. Cannon has discovered that greviotts mistakes TUESDAY,
have been made in naming mountains, canons and creeks
DECEMBER
throughout the state, and wisely calls a halt. How much
nicer it would have nil come out had the early day ex- The New York and London Semi-msical Comedy Success of
plorers simply sent word In advance to the Geographical
the past Season.
Society when they expected to discover a new peak!
Now there was Pike, for instance.
It need never
EVERY SONG A HIT.
have been mistagged at all had the proper precautions
for doing the thing right been made, and had Zebulon, Jules Murry's
Comedy Company
on November lo, 180fi, sent buck a message reading someIncluding
thing like this:
' "At sun-u- p
this morning u low. rakish, blue hill with
MISS ALICE JOHNSON
bathl head appeared In the otftng; west by nor' nor'west.
IN
I t
Seems to be somewhere in the vicinity of Manitott.
feel that 1 am about to make a discovery.
Send on
OF
Board of Research Into Descriptive Geographical Nomenclature soon as possible."
Had this precaution been taken early such a condition as Cripple Creek having to go limping down the corridors of time need never have come about. The idea of
With
a great gold camp whose name was to be fired around
MR.
HARRISON
J. WOLFE as Sir
the world getting its baptism from the fact that a calf
Reginald Balsize.
once stumped Its toe on it and broke its leg is too absurd
for anything. T'le board of geographical cognomens, had
PRICES 7."c, $1 and $150.
it lieen consulted, might huve made it Cornucopia, or
Golden Rod, or Lorna Doone something poetical and
Seats' on sale at .Matson's Saturday,
high sounding.
December 2.
Many sad mistakes have been made in the past, but
The advice Prof. Cannon
it Is not too late to reform.
gives Is sound and worth heeding.
Prospectors who are
out. hunting new camps are advised that it Is the duty
of each of them to carry a rhyming dictionary In the
future, and to be more cureful about these things. It Is
a duly they owe to the future. First thing they know
they will have the state's geography all mussed tip with
American De Forest
ridiculous names that mean nothing whatever and the
Geographical Society will not be able to find Its way
around.
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Here in Fine Variety

The Plaj of the Season

"The amended
bill, which is the bill
favored by Mr. Roosevelt, provides that the interstate
commerce commission shall have the power to fix rates,
after complaint and investigation, and to put such rates
0
ANTONIO ARMIJO & CO.
Into effect forthwith.
If the railway Is dissatisfied with
the rate thus fixed it has the right of appeal to the courts.
Gent's Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
0
"The Koraker bill provides that if any shipper has
ground for complaint he shall file his complaint with
4
jhe attorney general at Washington and the attorney
q Special Sales Every Saturday. Auto Phone 601. 121 N. Third Street q
genera hliall immediately instruct the United States district attorney of the district wherein the complainant
resides to investigate and bring suit in his behalf in the
United States circuit court.
if the court finds that the
rate is unjust it shall so declare, but it can g no farther; it cannot fix a rate. All that it can do Is to say
Said as They Thought.
hat the rate is too high.
A railway company ould
Some quaint New England epitaphs collected by
comply with the judgment of the court by reducing the Susan Darling Safford, of Boston, show how the people
rate a fraction of a cent per 100 pounds and the ag- of that section used even tombstones as avenues for exREGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
grieved shipper would hae no recourse except to U'gin pressing their minds:
Day and Night Private dining rooms.
carte,
a
la
Service
proceedings all over again, by writing once more to the
Our papa dear has gone to heaven
DAILY.
OYSTERS
attorney general at Washington.
RECEIVED
FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME IN
To make arrangements for eleven.
It is evident that
under such a law shippers will have, no substantial reSEASON.
Sacred to twins, Charlie and Varlie.
dress nor can they force a
Cnder Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
correction of unjust
Sons or loving parents who died in Infancy.
rates. '
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.
Here lies my wife, a sad slatterned shrew
So says the Denver Times; ami anyone can see that
If
said I regretted her, I should lie, too.
the plan of the president Is In the interest of the people
while working no hardship to the railroads, but the
A bird, a man, a loaded gun.
Koraker plan Is entirely In the interest of the railroads
No bird, dead man, thy will be done.
and does not give a ghost of a show to the people.
No
Here lies the body of Mary Ford;
wonder that the people are overwhelmingly upon the
We hope her soul is with the Lord.
side of the president.
Hut if for Tophel she's changed this life,
t bun J. Kurd's wife.
Hetter ! t
New Mexican: A French writer hat. made a map ot
t en iiori.
into
and
Hates
dividing
the
United
the
States
Most Popular American Novel.
three classes, ilume utterly corrupt politically, thuwe parAmong the earliest of American novels was "A Short
Of tin;
tially corrupt and those fre from corruption.
It
Account oi the Courtship of Alonzo and Melissa."
last named, he finds only four, Colorado, Iowa, Mississippi ami North Caroliw, which will undoubtedly provoke was wiitteu ny Daniel Jackson, Jr., and published a'
This novel
a smile on ibv fuc of those "who know better," in those Plaltshurg, N. Y., early in the year Dili.
and in his twentieth
NV
states.
Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Montana, Idaho, was written by Jackson in 1So-iThe publication of editions ran 'from 1M1 to
Wytmiuig. Kansas, Oklahoma, Indian Territory, Alabama, year.
Florida, and New Hampshire are classified as partially lK7t, exceeding in length of lifo any American novel
It was published in Ho.ston, in Hartcorrupt, while the rest of the nation is hopelessly, utterly ever published.
corrupt.
The states placed in the last class are Inhab- ford, in Philadelphia, In Hraitleborough, in Cinciunati,
No American novel of Its time
ited by tio.iMiu.iMhi of the "ti.Ooo.iiiio people of the country, and many other places.
ever had such duration or life, and nothing like such a
while the partial!)' corrupt commonwealths have a papus
sale, continuous for
or a century.
There
All this may be news to most peolation of 7,ouo,iiiMi.
ple or It may not be, but that the French writer has any were certainly editions in 1811. 1S24, ls:;o, SI!1. I
is:;;, is:sn. ii2. imo, isn, isis. isr:t. imu.
and
vantage ground for Judging the degrees of nlit teal corOne investigator of the subPerhaps, probably In oilier years.
ruption In the United Siutes is to be doubted.
be might find something of ihe kind in Lit Belle France, ject believes that for nearly a quarter of a century a
if he were to look for It as diligently as he claims he new edition appeared practical)- every year. Exchange.
investigated political conditions in the United Slates.
For Backward Children.
Miks Olive Jones has established in the heajt of
The Literal y Digest of lusl week contained an artiNew York's swarming Kut Hide a school for backward
cle, the caption of which was "Some F.vils of t'ol.J StorIt l
age."
The children in each class will be of practireally wonderful that some one does not children.
.
cally the same ago and will have equal opportunities to
write tin article on the Lils of Too Much
.Miss Jones hopes that one of the great causes
learn.
One of the greatest blessings to the race was the invention of artificial ice, and the resultant spread of cold of truancy will be remedied in her school. Children who
The only up
Exclutlvs agents
city market
storage to cscn tropic land.
This writer can remem have for any reason got behind their males and have to
Sealihlpt
Oysters
the southwest
ber when fresh meat other than fowls was unknown In join classes with the little fellows are made fun of and
the southern states of ibis country, ir, all rural sec to avoid this ridicule these backward big ones play
truant.
tions, villages ami even large towns.
Esch-Townse-

Z9, 1905.
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A $5

pieces, gold decoration
$4.75
GLASSES.
Best ever offered, per doz
40c
TEA POT SPECIALS.
A .Vc line for
35C
A ;i."c line for
25c
A 2oc line for
20c
Ask to see our new line of art ware
PARLOR LAMP SPECIALS.
JMk decoration
J4.50 and fine silverware, carving sets, etc.
line tor
$4.00

The lyicBrain Furniture
30S
G OLD AVE.

Albuquerque

Co.,

PRICES IN PLAIN FIGURES
Foundry and

Machine

Works

I.

MALL, Proprietor
ft.
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shafting.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Rmpmlrt on Mining and Mill Maehlnorr m Specialty
Foundry east sldti of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Thanksgiving. Leave

your orders now and you
will get first choice.
PRICE GUARANTEED

Siiiii-liine-

to-da-

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

Kastman Kodaks and I'htoraphic
Supplit s
Fine Stationery Huyler's & l,o'ney's Candies
We do Printing and Developing for Amateurs

0.

A. MATS ON & COMPANY

BARN ETT BUILDING

205 WEST

RAILROAD

AVE.

0

0
0

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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DAMAGES

STREETS QUESTION

TREAT LAST NIGHT
At

BIG

MAY SOLVE PAVED

GRAND MUSICAL

ALL

PROM INDIANS

r

ARE

WASHOUTS

REPAIRED

1

SENSATIONAL SALE

the Opening of Big Piano Contractor Tersway Proposes Asked From the Govermcnt And Several Heavily Ladened
by the Heirs of
Passenger Trains Come in
to Sell City MacadamStore of Learnard and
J. M. Latta.
From West This Morning.
izing Machinery.
Lindemann.

VERY

FINE PROGRAM

RENDERED

PRICE

OF

CLAIMS

CONSEQUENCE

LITTLE

$70,000

IN DAMAGES

Women and

Misses

EXPECTED

DELAYS

NO FURTHER

riXE.

PAGE

The taking of testimony in the ln- Trains from the west over llie Simla
On Monday night the city council
Learnard & Unde-mann'- s
be presented with a proposition, dlan depredation claim brought by the Fe railroad began arriving In Albu
concert last night?" was the will
which, if accepted, may solve the estate of the late Ft M. litta against querque at !:4.i o clock tills morning.
question heard on all sides today.
the United States government, where- - The first train consisted of both bepaved streets question.
I). J. Tersway, a contractor engaged in the plaintiff seeks to recover $70,-I- n lated fivers which had been coupled
as so
"Yes, I went, but the store
laving a macadamized road for the Odd damages, was finished yesterday together when the start front Wins-locrowded that I couldn't pet in." was
was made. One locomotive hauled
government between Fort Wlngate before Judge Kllsworth Iugalls, special
disvoiced
In
rejoinder,
frequent
the
.
. . . ...... .
and W'ingate station on the Santa Fel attorney for the government in Indian the cumbersome train of thirteen
nA,
'
people
appointment,
in inu. wuht
coaches Hnd consequently lnit little
will have completed his con- depredation claims
were Derforce denied admission to railroad,
The facts In the case have already speed could lie maintained.
with the government in about
tract
enjoyable
event
musical
moBt
this
At exactly ::4U o'clock
yesterday
two weeks, when he will wish to sell been chronicled in The Citizen. In
than those whose foresiRht prompted his road building machinery. The a nutshell, the plaintiff alleges that In aftei noon the flyers got under way at
inearly,
whose
and
to
arrive
them
machinery, according to Mr. Tersway, the years of 1SJ9 and 18S0, Navajo Wlnslow. where they had been bWck-eclination led them to remain until the was purchased new previous to the Indians strayed off the reservation
for about forty-eigh- t
hours as a
very end of the program. It Is es beginning t f the Wlngate road, which and made several rulds upon the result of the serious
washout near
ac150
people
fully
were
timated that
Laid out behind both of
less than a year ago, and Is In ranches of Mr. Ijitta, stealing and Holhrook.
commodated in "the square music awasperfectly
inkilling cattle to the value of $7'),000 the No. 4's were trains Nos. 8 and 2.
It
good condition.
new
seats
store,
handsome
dealers"
a rock crusher, a- steam roller Mr. Latta was a tie contractor for the Westbound trains were started shortbeiug provided for the ladles. The cludesvarious
other utensils and tools Atlantic & Pacific and owned much ly before those bound for the east.''
and
also
was
with
fresh,
sex
favored
fair
As it was dark when the east bound
necessary to laying a macadamized real estate in this territory and Arl
pretty souvenir carnations.
trains passed the washout, passengers
has not zona.
road. "Although authority
The store, was specially decorated beqn
W. H. llulvey, of the banking firm were unable to see the work of the
given for the publication of the
for the occasion, the scheme of which price at which Mr. Tersway holds of W. H. Hulvey & Co., of Chicago heavy rain which fell in torrents on
was designed by the versallle Mr.
machinery, it is known to the has been In the city for a few days the night of the "th and played such
Hadden. who with splendid good taste this
council, and seems very reasonable. past in the interests of the claimant, havoc wllji the Santa Ke right of
silk,
piano
plush
the
satin and
turned
way.
Mr. Hulfact, according to a gentleman who who was his father-in-lacovers to good account in the draping In
Trains Nos. 8 and 2 tagged behind
knows the value of such machinery, vey was seen by a representative of
or the extemporized proceniuni.
"Yes." ho said, "the the lleis and readied this city in the
price at which Mr. Tersway offers The Citizen.
Of the program, which was rendered the machinery to
three minutes
the city is nut a taking of testimony has been finished. order named, about
by Albuquerque's
best talent, only his
more than, what the freight on Our Interests were capably looked af- apart. For the first Yfnte In many
trifle
are
ion
words of sincerest conimenilal
would be froufthe factory laid down ter by Attorney W. B. Chllders. The months all but one enstlound train
heard. In completeness, variety and it
of next legal step will be to lay the depwere at the depot at the same time,
Alhuquerque, or about one-halworth, the program certainly claims in
the (irst cost. And considering the ositions taken here before the United No. 10 arriving later in the evening.
distinction.
The flyers were split here again
nnuue.stlonablv low price of he ma
court of claims at Washington.
Prof. Dl Mauro received merited chinery, and the apparent great need States
It will decide whether the claim is a into two trains, the one due Monday
upon
ren
applause
the
and continued
night leaving for the east first. No.
something being done toward im- Just one and if so. order an appropriilillon of his new composition, the of
proving the streets, the proposition ation made in payment of the same. 4, which was due In Albuquerque last
Gold Star' Overture.
seems to lie one worthy of the care- Congress will make the necessary ap- night, departed shortly afterwards,
Mrs. S. B. Miller's vocal
number
propriation. If the estate is dissat- the other trains following In close
consideration of the council.
was particularly appreciated, as was fulThe
necessity of improving rhe isfied with the decision of the court of order.
Scljaeffer,
vocal
ly
Miss
also the
solo
The passengers were loud In their
streets of Albuquerque was never
it only has to begin a new acwho played her own accompaniment more apparent that at. present. They claims
tion, which of course will be done." praises as to the excellent manner In
on the piano.
impassable with mud and
are
Mr. Hulvey will leave on train No. which they were treated by the Santa
Other soloists were Mr. K. V. Had are almost
Fe company. All were carefully
a Muck eve to tne cny. ana u 8 this evening for his Home in v.
Messrs, Hcanc- and was this
den, violinist;
During his Interview with The looked after and made as comfortable
fact thnt brought the city
lletheiington, of the Lyric Male quar- council and
Mr, Tersway together. Evening Citizen reporter. Mr. Hulvey as possible.
d
tet; J. A. Blondin. cellist, and
It Is learned that the railroad com
During his stay In the city last week talked Interestingly of the dayB he
Havens, baritone, whose indi- Mr. Tersway
pany Is encountering
considerable
was about the city some
in Albuquerque over twenty-fiv- e
vidual numbers greatly pleased the and saw the existing conditions, and spent
years ago. "It was then a typical difficult v in securing sufficient equip
audience and who received enthusi- it. occurred to him that the city might western frontier
town," he remarked, ment in Chreiigo to make up trains for
astic applause.
find a buyer for his road building "but Albuquerque ah ssinco quieted the return journey west. As the Santa
Lyric
quartet
rendered
Male
The
Fe officials know of no such word as
plant. It was quite evident to htm
Into a city which differs but litseveral popular songs in an artistic that the city needed some new streets. down
"failure," there Is little probability
tle from eastern cities."
manner.
but what all obstacles In this line wil
and
so he sought out Mayor McKee,
A special feature of the program
be successfully overcome.
mayor thought so favorable of the
Thanksgiving Services In Spanish.
was the rendition of old southern mel- the
proposition that he promised to bring
Thanksgiving services In Spanish
odies by the colored octette, individ- the matter up
Kaffir Corn, for your chickens. Bet
before the council and will be held at the Lead Avenue
ual members of which sang solos in a have it investigated.
ter
cheaper than wheat; $1.50 per
Episcopal church, nt 2:30 100 and
Methodist
pleasing manner and gave exhibitions
pounds. Star Hay and Grain Co
In speaking of his proposition to the p. m., tomorrow.
Both English and
of "buck" dancing that equaled that of city, Mr, Tersway said:
Spanish speaking people are invited,
any star vaudeville artist in that
"The price at which 1 offer tny ma as there will probably be room for
particular line.
chinery
the. city is just about half all. Rev. Thos. Harwood, D. D., will
to
Sound business practice h
At intervals the Alvarado trio play what I paid for it less than a year ago.
ed some of the new orchestra suc- It will be a ciieap lot of machinery for preach the sermon. T. M. Harwood. as important, here, as" th
pastor.
cesses of the season.
city, if It can be used, but that is
wraith of nature. ;
Misses Pratt and Damiano acted as the
to be Investigated. If the
question
a
accompanists to the various soloists city had plenty of rock handy, I would
THANKSGIVING DINNER
Schilling's Best is the basis
afore mentioned.
It would be a good proposi
say
The program would not lie com tion that
price. There Is no EAT YOUR TURKEY WITH THE of it in
the
twice
at
plete without mention of the performroad than the crushed rock
LADIES' AID SOCIETY OF THE
ance of the Victor talking machine, better
tIm
road,
this machinery of mine will
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH.
flavoring
whose reproduction of vocal, band do theand
aod
work to perfection."
and oratorical numbers added variety
Then Mr. Tersway inquired how
Bill of Fare.
your grocer's and money.
I at
to the program.
far It was to where rock could be
Roast Turkey Cranberry Sauce.
To sum up, the occasion of the open found In large quantities. When told
back.
Salad.
Ham.
Dolled
Ing of their new store will remain a that it was ten miles to the mountains.
CiJery.
Beans.
credit to Learnard & Ivindemann, and he shook his head. "Tt will break yoti Uoston Baked
f
.Mashed Potatoes.'
a pleasant memory to all who were bo up to haul rock ten miles," he said.
Kellrfhes.
Pickles.
Green Teas.
fortunate as to gain admittance to thi
"I was told,", he continued; "that
.Mince, Pumpkin and Berry Pie.
most successful affair.
large pebbles and coarse sand could
Doughnuts. Cheese.
At the conclusion of the program
0. W. Strong's Sons
be found on the mesa close to the city Bread and Butter.
Tea.!
Coffee.
Mr. Learnard. In a breif address, In considerable quantity.
If that is
thanked the performers for the pleas-ur- so, those pebbles will make the finest
STRONG BLOCK.
Fifty cents per plate. Dinner from!
their several numbers had given, road in the world. That flint rock
to 2:3(t and from fi to 7:30 p. m.
and the audience for their attention grinds up fine and makes a very solid 12 Don't
forset the musical recital in
and appreciation of the firm's efforts road "
church at 8 o'clock.
the
in making the occasion of the open
asked what the cost would
ing of their new store a memorable be,When
Mr. Tersway said that depended
If In need of fine liquors for family
event in the musical history of Al entirely upon how far the material
buqucrque. He assured the audience had to be hauled. "With rock close and medicinal purpose, call on Er
neat Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
that the welcome to their new store. at hand you can macadamize a forty-foo- t avenue.
and
Superintendents ' Falrrlew
as advertised in The Citizen, was not
a
layer of
street
with
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
confined to the special occasion of crushed stone, for about $1.50 per
being Thanksgiving and
the opening concert, but was meant front foot. With the stone at some a Tomorrow
MONUMENTS.
legal holiday, th,. banks of the city
to extend for all time, and he espe little distance from the city the cost
cially invited the ladies when down would be much more, varying wlih will remain closed all day. The post-otfi201 211 N. Second St.. Both Phones.
Mid the barber, shops will obtown, to make the store their ren the distance it had to be hauled or
dezvous, where they could at any shipped. By using the pebbles found serve Sunday hours.
lime find musical entertainment.
on the foot hills, I think that a forty-foo- t
Mr. Learnard also Intimated
that
street could be macadamized at
they were planning to conduct week $2 per front foot.
OOCOOOCOCXXOCOOOOOOOOOOO
ly musical evenings free to the pub
for
Mr. Terswav left yesterday
lie, a scheme which would prove ex Wingate to complete
his contract
ceedlngly popular.
You Feel Good
there, after which he will return to
the city. If the city does not buy hl
POLICE COURT
machinery he will ship it to his head
when you smoke a "Whim Lilly"
quarters at Denver.
.because it's a good cigar, made
of good tobacco, and gives a good
Chief of Police McMillln was notified
smoke one that you can thoroughly
MARKET REPORT
over the telephone this morning that
enjoy.
Two dollars for a box of
.fudge Crawford would be unable to
White Lilly" cigars.
preside at the police court session, Closing quotations
received y T. J.
owing to the serious illness of his
Gmf & On., correspondent for Loson. Noble Crawford, who Is very low
gan & Bryan, Barnett building.
with pneumonia. This made it im113'', WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
possible to arraign six prisoners, arS'.t
Copper
rested last night, on charges of in- Amalgamated
XXXOC)CCOOOOC)CKXXDOOOOCOC)0
.112
American Sugar
toxication and disorderly conduct.
S7
.
. . .
common
Aichison.
Day,
Thanksgiving
As tomorrow is
pfd.
...13'4
and a legal holiday, it. will neeessl- - j Atchison,
4aM 'more Ac Ohio
112,
tate postponing today's police court Brooklyn
KS7t
Rapid Transit
session until Friday. December 1. As
175
such a lengthy stay in the city bastile Canadian Pacific
. .
47
Fuel & Iron
without a hearing would be rather Colorado Southern,
.. .. 2H
harsh treatment fur the half dozen Colorado Southern, common
. . 04
first
transgressors of the law, it is possi- Colorado
44
ble that they will be released, either Colorado Southern, second ... .. 21
Great Western, com. ..
upon their own recognizance or upon Chicago,
. . 53;
furnishing suitable security for their C. Ai O
. 4S
Krie, common
appearance In court when desired.
.. SI
Krie, first
.If. IS,
Louisville & Nashville
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
"Did you attend

Tailored Suits

j

;

'

d

Over (1 00) One Hundred Tailored made Suits will be sold at prices that
will surprise you. For quick selling we have divided them in two lots.
Lot I.

Consists of desirable Suits for Women in IMack, Hrown and Navy, nearly all sizes.
Sold up $30.00, your choice of this lot for

Lot

Consists of neat and stylish Suits for Women and Misses. Assorted sizes in Navy,
I'rnwn, Green and Fancy Mixtures. Sold up to $18.50, choice of this lot for

-

2.

$ee Window Display

$

f

The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

-

THE CELEBRATED

Iler-thof-

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

jiki

11

j

UNDERTAKERS

six-inc- h

A.

J.

We

MLcrr;?xcr

Bottled In Bond.'

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

Sols Agents.

alto

And

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone, 199.

celebrated Sutherland
One of
sisters is exhibiting five feet of flowing auburn hair at .1. II. O Rlclly Co.'s
drug store this week.
Superintendent 11. O. lSursnm, of the
penitentiary, relumed 10 Santa Fe
this morning after having spent a
couple of days In ibe city arranging
to place thirty convicts at work on
Kl ('amino Heal south of the city.
Prof. Krelis has rented a suite of
rooms oev l.carna'd A: l.indcmann snew music stole anil wili opue a sttlP IS
lio tl. .re in t!lHear tlltllic.
I'liderstooii that several other teachers
of mutii in the city will occupy lhe
iv ,u!t!iiiui rooms in 'he building. If
out i' will maiie
thf.. plan is f
llils I articular biiildiiik; a musical,

.

Metropolitan
Mexican Central
New York Cen'ral
Nortolk
Heading, common
Pennsylvania
Hock Is'and. common
Hock Island, pfd
Hep. linn Ai Steel, common
Steel, ptd
Kelt Iron
Southern Pacific

Hie

K-

St. Paul

Q

full line of

.us;

231,

.

.

.

.14'.'-

Cut this

Albert Faber,

Out...
It
given below:
And mall

to

0

q

J

the address

I am a renter,
and I would
like to know how I can buy a
home by paying out each month
the same as I now pay rent.

Anto pbone, 316. Bell phone,

t

305 Railroad Avenue

116.

Residence

Auto

unerel Director end Kmbmlmer

q

Slack or White Hearse,

Oommerclai Club Building.
CITT UNDERTAKER.

g

$5.00

Electric & Construction
i

Name

Snaps 99
HOW.

....

o2:l4

I

that

''4

poer

Coal

&

Iron

I

far exceeded our expectations,

so

1,

our store will be kept open evenings,

and additional help added, to take care of
Make your selections early. Remember,

37-"--

the jewelry business January

'

1,

I

Christmas

rush.

positively retire

from

the

and from now until December

will make prices lower than ever offered on

Fine

31,

Diamonds,

Watches, Jewelry, Rich Cut Class, Handsome Printed China, Solid

'

eotii-Icnali-

Plated Silver Table ware, Clocks, and everything

Silverware,

be- -

and

punas-In- g

'

plants, dyne--g
mos, motors
aa
supplies.
electrical
-- I House wiring.
A
X thorlzed agents foa
a, Crocker, Wheeler as
m Co. Agent for the
P General Klectrlo Ce.
motors.
induction
Largest stock e
electrical fixtures !
the southwest. Are
members of the National
Electric

lis

Gold Ave.

Contractors'
ciation.

We

asso-

tickets tor the
ano contest.
Auto, 'phone,

r

We

Offer to supply you with anything

. f

a

-

In

2

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.

19
.. .$6.75
$6
25c
China, at 20
25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

498,

Suggests
HAVE YOU A TELEPHONE IN YOUR HOME? Enables
you to order groceries; call the physician; perform aoclal duties, etc. Rates
from live cents per day up. Let us
toll you about It.

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

Decorated Havlland
per cent discount.
75c Class Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchera
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poachers
$12.50 Buggy Harness

flT

otKoo

oooeooooooo

On the Following

we have found it necessary to duplicate our heavy purchases.

Commencing December

34
123
33U,

Pacitlc
XaS
13i'i
I'liion Pacitlc, common
1'. S. S., common
vn
i'. s. s.. pfd
21 'h
Wahaxh, common
41 U
Wabash, pfd
2
Central,
common....
Wisconsin
caller.
'.c."j
I'nion
Western
A pretty
oc Htory, nlvinn rl" "' 1' S. Leather, common
45
unbounded und wholesome fun, is a C.ieene
Copper
tl
decided novelty, but this ia the
f'3
Id. Ai W
furnished in "The Marriage
comedy
of Kit')'," the most brilliant
Ttirlu-dinner for all at Hol.irt'si
mri-enof the past and present seatomorrow-- .
Don't fall to
restaurant
shortly
son, and to he presented here
Ii5
only
come;
Ixits of nood
cents.
company
Comedy
l.y Jules Murry's
eat.
thing
to
.Ii
role.
lniHon In the titlte
wi,h Alue
5.
At Klks theater, Tuesday, !e-A horse will thrive much better on
mixed grain than on a single ration.
Pound Sale.
An animal will starve to death if fed
Acme mixed feed conA bay pony with three white feet corn alone.
and brand on Ml ihinh, will be sold sists of a variety of the best grain,
at auction at the ci'y hall Saturday properly proportioned and all ready
morning al 1" o'clock.
for use. Horses can be more cheaply
THUS. M MILLIN,
fed on this feed than any other. E.
City Mart.hu!
W. Fee. 620 South Second street.
-

Our trade for November hast

':

32!4

Co., Inc.

,
ElsctrlcaJ
Engineers and
Contractors.
lUhtlDJs
M Electrlo

-

Address,

66

phone, No. S99.

A. BORDERS

The Southwestern

Special Prices

H"

I3

000'0'0''O00OO''O'0O

our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

SALE

.. M
.. 13lii j

0

Our prices are the lowest

RICHARDS

CLOSING OUT

lUU'V,

1T

Southern Railway

TciiiicSM--

.

.

0

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

GRAND

.

0

Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

MELINI & EAKIN

,

Pacific

Q

0

Carpets. Rtigs, Matting, Linoleum, J

0

,

Missouri

0

ill

signs In

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

.

.

f

are showing for the Fall
and Winter season,, new de- -

j

i

0

00OtCOs0OS0OeOS

vXIO000

Mill Wood. Factory Wood

rr

LIME
COKE

a

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN

V-O-

fO

wood

r

BLOCK

Both

PheT--

O.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
longing in a

first-clas-

Jewelry store.

s

Do You Know

H.

IT

lr,VJV,

X1

X"

NEW MKXIGO'9
LEADING JEWELER

lioiicclcaulng
Job work promptly dom'.
fleiieral

V

411

Phone, Red 271.
WEST RAILROAD

and

AVE.

THE COMFORT AND PROTECTION A GOOD CHEST PROTECTOR AFFORDS? COME IN AND LET US SHOW
YOU SOME
GOOD ONES, AT MODERATE PRICES.
H . BRIGQS A. CO.
Both Phone.
Flr.t St. and Gold Are. Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.

0.

PAGE SIX.

ALB UQ UK ROUE EVENING CITIZEN
are Inclined to think that all the delay
Is caused through a shortage of cars.
when us a real matter of fact, the
greatest delay Is caused by a lack of
terminal facilities. If the roads had
large enough terminals to permit the
handling of freight promptly on Its
arrival, a great majority of the cars
now In service could be used twice
and three times as often as they are

"BONUS" SYSTEM
FOR LOCAL SHOPMEN

So Decided on Recent Visit
of Mr. Kendrick to

now.

Albuquerque.
MEANS

TWO

PAY

PULLMAN

THE FIRST

CAR

DETAILS OF ITS UNIQUE
BY
STRUCTION GIVEN
WHO BUILT IT.

DAYS

CON
MAN

Shortly , before his death on Octo
tier 5. lltu.-- at liloomington, 111.. Leon
ard Selbert, a veteran employe of the
Chimirn Jir Altnn crave un flrninnt nf
the Imilrilnir .if the flrut nleiuinir cur
under the direction of the late 3orge
M. Pullman.
It follows:
'In the spring of ISfiS Mr. Pullman
came to liloomington and engaged me
to do the work of remodeling the Chi
cago & Alton coaches into the first
Pullman sleeping cars. The contract
was that Mr. Pullman should make
all necessary changes Inside of the
cars. After looking over the entire
passenger car equipment of the road,
which at that time constituted about
a dozen cars, we selected
coaches
of that, hut if he does there Is noth- Nos. 9 and 19. They were 44 feet
ing deducted from tUe scale salary, long, had flat roofs like liux cars, sin
gle sash windows, of which there were
i tut if he does more in a certain number of hours, than he Is scheduled to fourteen on a side, the clans in each
lu, he gets the profit. With a good sash being only a' litt le over one foot
mechanic this profit will be large and S(uare. The roof was only a trifle
with a mechanic not so good It will over six feet from the floor of the
car. Into this car we got ten sleep
in- - small.
2'his system lias been inaugurated ing sections, besides a linen locker
recently at all of the important shops and two washrooms one at each-enin ihe Santa Ke. and the Sunla Ke The wood used In the interior finish
Mr. Pullman was' anxiffitdals have such faith In it that was cherry.
llwy have termed it the "individual ious to get hickory, to stand the hard
ffirt n.vsiem."; intimating that they usage which it was supimsed the car
Itelieve that it will encourage the em- would receive. I worked the spring
ployes to make an Individual effort, and part of the summer of 1858, employing an assistant or two, and the
vrhif'h will be of benefit to the employe and the road alike. The plan cars went Into service in the summer
is to make the bonus payday on the of IS'iR. There were no blue prints
l h of the month.
The system in- or pliins made for the remodeling of
volved is such that the workman these first two sleeping cars, and Mr.
knows at the end of each day Just Pullman and I worked out the details
vhat his earning has liecn by a slip and measurements as we came to
r.
them. The two cars cost Mr. Pullwhich is handed' him by the
and by these slips he also man not more than $l!.ouu, or $1,000
knows at the end of the month what each. They were upholstered
in
!
plush, lighted by oil lamps, heated
will receive on the fourth.
That the working day should be rut with box stoves and mounted on
lown tm December 1 from ten to nine
trucks with iron wheels. The
hours was another decision hit upon berth rate was 50 cents a night. There
sit ihe recent visit of the Santa Ke was no porter in those days; the
iftVials at the shops. The length of brakeman made up the beds."
time the nine hour day is to continue
Mrs. James Malcomb Kurn left for
1ias noV been decided.
Chicago this morning, where she has
The lecture of Rngineer L. M. Col- - been called owing to the serious illJett. given on the locomotive, last ness of a favorite sister. Mrs. Kurn
night at the local rairoad reading i is the wife of Superintendent Kurn,
i mm, attracted a large number of' of the Rio Grande division of the
railroad people and was thoroughly! Santa Fe.
enjoyed. Mr. Oollett is a distinct
A. C. Sharp, one of the firm of I.an-trspeaker and has a thorough know&
Sharp, railroad
contractors,
ledge of the railroad locomotive
through experience and study. He who wad in the city yesterday, left
last
evening
for the Helen cut-efwas assisted In his illustrations by a
:series of stereopticon views, which
were extremely interesting.
SHE IS AN ENGINEER
A
a ri'suli of llu recent visit ot
I'resldont Ripley and Vice President
Kendrick. with other offlciuln. to the
local thips, on December 1 the bonim
.xystem will lie extended to the local
employes and the local pay roll will
lie Increased materially.
The bonus system borders on the
piece work nysteni, yet it is a Hhade
J'etter for the mechanic than the
piece work system, t'nder the bonus
system the mechanic pets his regular
salary, and something more if he
varns it, but never less. For instance,
ji machine man is scheduled to do so
much work in so many hours. That
ia considered a reRular day's work,
.Jind he Is not expected to fall short

lime-Irfepe-

;

y

f.

LARGER

FREIGHT TERMINALS

WHAT ALL THE ROADS
NEED TO PREVENT DELAYS IN
MOVING TRAINS.
While the rHilrimilu in '(.u Mexico
;and. In fact, all over the country are
la need or more freight cars to handle
the enormous amount of freight of
all kinds that is now being shipped
from point to point to meet the increasing needs of consumers, there
is a far greater and complex problem
for the officials of the roads to solve
than an increase in the freight equipment and motive power. It is that of
better and larger terminal facilities
in almost every city and town in the
country through which a railroad
rung.
Were it possible for the railroads
today to have at their command sufn-rlecars to take on board every ton
of freight offered by shippers the
uation in the movement and delivery'
If
of freight would not be bettered.
anyihlug'ii would become more complicated, as the roads have not adequate terminal facilities hi any city In
the country to handle the present
number of cars. Thousands of loaded
cars are congesting every large terminal at the present time all over the
land.
There is hardy a railroad in the
country that Is not spending or planning to spend large sums of money in
increasing their terminal facilities in
all of the larger cities and the small
ones as well. But this is slow work.
In every section of the country,
especially In cities of any size, railroads are unable to secure the property they need to increase their facilities by the ordinary method of
The roads in 75 per cent of
the Instances have to resort to condemnation proceedings to acquire the
property.
This legal process often
takes months, and sometimes two or
three years to settle.
Shippers everywhere are crying for
more prompt movement of freight and
ARE

STORE BURGLARIZED.

commence taking

Thieves Break Into Alamogordo Hardware Establishment.
The hardware store of O. C. Helplo.
one nf the largest firms at Alamogordo. was broken Into some time
after 12 o'clock Sunday night by two
burglars, who made a good sized haul.
many
Over a dozen
razors, a number of fine pocket knives
and a considerable quantity of ammunition were among the booty taken.
Entrance was gained to the store by
breaking in a window In tne rear.
There are evidences that two men
committed the burglary, but the authorities have no clue as to their
Identity.
METHODISTS.

ESTANCIA

Will Lay Corner Stone of Their New
Church on Thanksgiving.

The corner stone laying and exorcises dedicatory thereto of the Klrst
Methodist Episcopal church In Estan-cl- a
will take place on Thursday morning at 10 o'clock, according to present plans, says the News. Rev. Ruoff,
the pastor, has been spending most
of the week in town looking after the
laying or the foundation, and the
work will have progressed sufficiently
to allow the laying of the cornerstone
at that time.
Hev. A. M. Markness, of Santa Rosa,
who had charge of the Estancla work
and was the promulgator of the plan
for a church at Estancla. w ill be pres-- ,
cm and deliver an address. Several
other pastors will assist.
APPLES PROFITABLE.
Examples of Advisability of Raising
Apples in Sacramento Mountains.
,
B. Cleve. of Elk. Otero county, has
lfil apple trees on one and one-hal-f
acres of ground. The proceeds of
his sale of apples was $1,800 for the
one and one-hal- f
acres, or $1,200 per
acre. Besides this, there are now
10,000 pounds of windfalls on the
ground.
Judge Tlllltson of the same place.
has an orchard ranging from four to
twelve years old, which paid him in
marketed apples this season, $14 net
Per tree. This was the average of the
entire orchard at two cents per pound
for the fruit delivered at Alamo
gordo.
This is counting only picked
apoles and no windfalls. His
old Ben Davis trees
averaged 440
pou tuls of apples.
CAUGHT

IN A

CAVE-IN- .

Narrow Escape of Timberman in the
Yavapai Mine.
Present t. says the
that William Esser, a
known young man of this city,

Word
Journal-Miner-

,

"Safe:
ft

reached

BIDE ARE AWARDED.

Ce-cll-

Don't Be Deceived.
Do not be deceived by counterfeits
when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
name of E. C.
& Co. ts on
every box of the gelnulne. Piles In
their worst form will soon pass away
if you will apply DeWItt'8 Witch
De-Wi- tt

Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
for Cuts, Burns, Boils, Tetter, Eczema, etc. Miss M. H. Middleton,
Thebes, 111., says: "I was seriously
afflicted with a fever sore that was
very painful. DeWitfs Witch Hazel
Salve cured me in a few days. Sold
by all druggists.

PRIDE GOETH BEFORE A FALL

HOSTETTER'S
STOMACH BITTERS
This Is the modern and most successful way of curing such ailments
as Headache, Bloating, Heartburn,
Poor Appetite, Cramps, Indigestion,
Dyspepsia, Female Ills, or General
Debility. We urge every sick person to start today.

Commission Meets and
Audits Bills.
A
t ..
a
moiilur iiiujilinfr ..f
penitentiary commissioners was held
Monday at the territorial prison.
There were present the following
K. H. Pearce. Ias Vegas,
members:
chairman; Juan Navarro, Mora, sec
retary; Malaquias Martinez, Taos;
W. H. Newcomb. Silver City.
Account., f,ir Ihn nam tu-tii.tntha
were presented to the board, audited
Hotline bnsinewH In
and annroved
connection with the management of
me prison was brougnt up by the superintendent and disposed of. Bills
for the furnishing of supplies for the
coming six months were opened and
the lucky bidders were II. B. Cart- wrigni ec tsro., mh. iiarscn anu i nos.
W. Ha una, of Santa Fe; and Gross.
Kelly & Co., of Albuquerque and I. as
Vegas, and Browne & Manzanares Co..
of I. as Vegas.
,
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Lauies' Watch

K.

Jewelers

"Wal-tain-

tjjeweled

",

17.Wele,t

$9X0

til to

S17X0

10.00

$14.00

1S 00

Brock and Feagans
LOS
ANGELES, CAL.

Watchmaker H

00X0C00oaox
Ke000ae0
contractor
CI
D. E.
rVIIV(.fif

COOaafroac

WAGONS

000OaO0COtO

Horse Blankets and
Lap Robes

-

CT3)OaKZ3aCC3XZ?C0

)The St. Elmo

One application of Doan's Ointment
stops any Itching. Short treatment
cures eczema, itching piles, salt
rheum any skin eruption of skin
itching. It is the cheapest remedy to
use because so little of it Is required
to bring relief and a cure. Here is
Albuquerque testimony to prove It;
Mrs. R. E. Waite, rooming house,
202 North Second street, says; "There
came to my notice some time ago a
case of eczema or of some disease of
the skin, which had resisted all the
efforts of the party to stop. Doan's
Oointment was procured at one of the
city drug stores, and a course of the
treatment commenced. It gave positive relief after an application or two,
time the annoyance ceased. This Information should be of untold value to
residents of Albuquerque who are in
quest of an article upon which they
can depend to cure any Itchiness of
the skin or eruption thereof."
and upon continuation of It for some
For sale by all dealers. Price, 60
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MilburV., sole agents for the. United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
'56
take no other.
n

1

COMING

November

20

EVENTS

Damon and Pythias,

by local talent.
Nov. 30 Recital at First Methodist

Co.

Optician Bebber Optical Co.
r
Photographers The
Studio.
Plumbing
Plumbing Standard
Heating Co.
Restaurant Zelgw'e Restaurant.
Win. Glaeener.

Wall Paper and Paint The Be
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 209 West Gold avenue.
A full line of liquors, wines and cordials. Family trade a specialty. Er
nest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
Avenue.

all glasses prescribed

For the reason that wo can guarantee

Hi.

by us.

Optical Co.
Bebber GOLD
AVE.

a.
(J
2.

7

115

'.Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners.

ZiEG&R

O

CUICKEL

&

BOTHE,

CAFoeOe
Proprtetore

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

0

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wine and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lager served. Finest and best llmported and Domestic Cigars.

0

Moon-Kelehe-

Tailor

.

WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES

Co.

Ice CryaUl Ice Co., both phone.
Jewelry H. E. Fox.
Oot,
Laundry
Laundry Imperial
back of poetofflce.
Liquors Graham Bros.
Meats San Jose Market, 204 Wert
Railroad avenue.

mm

SAMPLE AND
CLUB KOOMS

$20 West RafTroaf Arcave

.

Harness Thomaa F. Keleber.
Hay and Grain Clarkville Prodwse

nswl

JOSEPH BARNKTT, Prop.

The Broad
The Highland Grocery;
way Grocery.
Hardware Albuquerque Hardware

MEL IN I & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquc: and

Oar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Most
Chandon White Seal Champagne, St, Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
.Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street. Albuqueruue, New Mexico.

L. TRIMBLE & CO.

W.

N. PEACH & CO.

Orjiiitr preparations

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSsimply devel.
op dry cutitri u ; tbey dry up the secretions,
FER STABLES
HEAL ESTATE DEALERS
ftkicn adhere to the membrane and decomHorses and Mules bought and exOffice,
208tt
535.
'phone.
Automatic
pose, ennsing a fur mora serious trouble than
changed.
West uold Avenue.
the ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid all dry.
IN THE CITY
TURNOUTS
BEST
iiig iuhulauU, fuuies, smokes and snuUfs
Railroad and
between
street,
Second
aud uie tlmt which cleanses, soothes and
M. URAGOIE
Copper avenues.
Elj 's Craam I!a!m is such a remedy
Dealers in
end will cure catarrh or cold in the bead
CX3C)CXDCODCXXXXXXOOOOOOOOO
r.FMFRAL MERCHANDISE.
easily and pleasantly.
A triul size will be
O. F. PLATT,
mailed for 10 rents. Ail druggists sell the Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
cleaner and dyer. LaThe
real
or
50o. size. Ely Brothers, .ri Warren St., N.Y.
Meat.
Freen
kinds
all
fine
dies' and gentlemen's
The liahu euros without pain, does Hot 300 North Broadway, Corner of Wash
clothea a specialty. Portieres,
irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself ington Avenue. ALBUUUtaiUlsJ.N. m.
1411
North
etc.
lace curtains,
over su irritated and. angry surface, rdiev.
Fifth street. Old 'phone, Red,
ing immediately the pninf nl inflammation.
26V2. Automatic 'phone, 675.
With Kly's Cream Mulm you are armed
Movin
Drayin
OCCOCXDC)OOCOOOOCiOOC)C)OCOC)0
tguinst K'sul CatariU and Hay Fnver.
.

FRE1GHTIH

have us once, you'll
Prlcea right;
again.
there ain't no gougln.
You

call

Thanksgiving Needs

By

the Albuquerque

8.

Transfer Men

A. W. HAY DEN

Office an2 F.U'tory
WEST COPPER. AVENUE.
Albuquerque, II. M,

Pliones. Auto. 108; Colo., Black

Miimce Meat
Prices that are right.

Place your order now.

FARR'S

MARKET,

EJJULE

2!

Thos. F. Kcleher

PAINTS,

OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness,
Saddles, Lap
UPSTAIRS; OVER NO. 209 WEST Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. PalBAMRAILROAD
O.
AVENUE,
metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
Pelta.
My merchant tailoring stiop is up- 109 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
stairs over No. 20 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage ot
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' ex
perience in the busings. Suits made
ALL HOMC
to order. Clothes cleaued, pressed and
C00KIN0
repaired. The specific 1 use will not
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread
also cleaned and walking skirts made
every Saturday.
to order. Give nie a trial.
401
WEST RAILROAD
O. BAMBINI.
AVENUE.
MERCHANT

Apples

T. VANM O. D.

Eyesight Specialist
President of New Mexico Board of
Optometry.
First established optician in New
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous atrala.
Office Room 9. Whiting block. Appointments
made at Vann's drug
store.

CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.

Cu'

colds

No. 1107.

r.i.0--

"Elgin",

We ship on approval andjiay c'.I charges whether you bur or not.
Write at once for ou. ciiiplete Jewelry Catalog No. 16. Free!

i

M. H.VCCUS.

covgiis

FUltd Diisa--l

MWterU

.

I

e

-

ALLEN'S
LVNu
BALSAM

jMMU-.i'- J

Yju select the case andmovement.

0)00Oa000000

Liquors, wines and cordials the
finest line in the city. All goods delivered free. Ernest Meyers & Co., 116
West Silver avenue.

-

tint

Contracts taken for Cement-Ston- e
Houses and foundations.
named below will
The merchant
A house built of this material is warmer in winter and cooler In
summer than a brick house, and is cheaper than good brick.
Price A Teeple MaA private letter was
received in give a beautiful
Foundations for frame houses cheaper than common rubble
Phoenix from former Governor Alex- hogany Piano, to the lodge, church,
mo injure wiiu you. jjruy a cara ana I will call.
biuuu.
ander O. Brodie, than whom Arizona
CORN
AND BANTA
WALTt
K TRECT
never had a more impular executive, school, club or other organization of K
telling of recent occurrences In the
I
voted
and elect
Philippines and making many In- Albuquerque that
quiries as to conditions In Arizona, ed the most popular. The contest la
which he still calls home, savs the
Gazette.
now open, and closes on December 10,
Mr. Broil le, who holds the rank of
and
colonel in the regular army, has but. 1905. The piano la on exhibition at
recently been transferred from Mamay.be
aeen
It
store,
where
Globe
OLD
HICKORY
nila to Ilo llo, where he will act as the
military secretary of the department. by all. One vote I given free to ev
The colonel looks forward to the
change with a great deal of pleasure. erybody, with every twenty-fivcent
In connection with hi
duties as
military secretary of department with cash sale, the only provision being
headquarters
Colonel
at Manila,
Brodie has been sitting as a member that when you need the goode any
J.Kurber&Co.
of the board of church claims which way, you trade with the merchants
will be Instrumental in a great measWHOLESALE
ure, through its findings ami re named below. A ballot box Is placed
and RETAIL
searches, in settling the vexed ones
tion of the ownership of the lands held at J. H. O'Rielly & Co's. drug store.
Albuquerque, N. M.
by the Spanish priests and different
deposited. Be
Catholic church societies. Tills has where all votea must be
been one of the ntvt Important ques- sure and get your voting ticket.
i
tions that lias confronted the govern
ment In its Philippine policy, and the
selection of Colonel Brodie to act as
List of Merchanta Issuing Tickets.
a member of- this board shows con
clusively with what high esteem he
Kvery horse needs a blanket this
Is held in Washington.
Bakery Pioneer Bakery.
weather, and we Invite an inspecThe letter tells of a cholera scare
tion of our large line. A good,
in the islands but it amounted
to
Bicycles and Kodaka F. J. Houslined, Burlap Blanket, lwth two
little more than a scare, as it was ton.
'
surcingles attached, for $1.50. Fine
soon wiped out.
Mat-son
O. A.
Books and Stationery
wool street Blankets at $2.60 each.
Colonel Brodie says that the prob& Co.
lems to be worked out by the government in the Philippines grow in
Coal and Wood W. H. Haha.
ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO.
Interest each day, and their develQ Cor. First street and Tijeras road.
Confectionery C. P. Schutt.
opment is being watched by all the
world.
Dentistry B. F. Copp, D. D. S.
In conclusion. Mr. Brodie says that
Drugs J. H. O'Rielly & Co.
he hungers for news tfrom Arizona,
and sincerely wishes yn be rememDry Goods The Globe Store.
bered to all of his friends in the territory.
Mcllroy & DeLeoo.
Dye Work
Wla8$,Erin(SJM,El:t

of ihe Alhnnm-rTransfer company, of which the
undersigned was proprietor, I hereby
notify all indebted to nie that all accounts n;ul be paid at once. I will
retain my old offlie. No. llu West
Gold avenue, until accounts are set- -
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Standard American Movements
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When you are In need of fine liquors
and wines, call on Ernest Meyers &
Co., 116 West Silver avenue. Auto
matic phone, 240.
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COLONEL BRODIE

Episcopal church.
December 1 The "Broken Hearted
Club'1 and "Sarah's Young Man," by
local talent, under the auspices of the
Albuquerque Woman's club.
December 5 "Marriage of Kitty."
December 7 "Two Merry Tramps."
THANKSGIVING DINNER
December S "Cousin Kate."
December 16 "Mahara Minstrels."
ThAnksi'lvlnp dlnnpr
ho a 1.1
December 25 "Hooligan In New"
affair at the Columbus hotel tomor- York."
row. The dining room doors will be
December 27 "Hans Hanson."
open at 12 o'clock and remain open
until 2 o'clock, the tables being set Mothers
tralse One Min
several times to accommodate the ute Cough,everywhere
Cure for the sufferings it
large crowd that Is expected. The
has relieved and the lives of their lit
bill of fare follows:
tie ones it has saved. A certain cure
Thanksgiving fruit cake.
Punch. for
Coughs, Croup and Whooping
Iloavst Turkey. Oyster Dressing.
Cough.
Makes breathing easy, cuts
Chill Sauce.
Current Jelly.
Celery. out phlegm,
and draws out the inflamMashed Potatoes.
Roast Young Pig, with Apple Sauce mation. Sold by all druggists.
and Sweet Potatoes.
Pumpkin Pie. Nuts. Raisins. Cheese.
WAIT.
Come now to Mrs Wilson's nml
get your stamping done. New patterns, such as Initials for d'xir panels, eagles, anchors, stors for chil
dren's clothes, patterns for sofa pillows,
slimier cases
lanndrv bans.
shaving cases, Christmas greetings,
etc. corner or Gold avenue and third
street.
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STOPS ANY ITCHING.
Electric Supplies S. W. Electric
well
Co.
Construction
who is employed as a timberman in Doan's Ointment Cures Eczema and
the Ora Belle mine, was caught In a
Itching Piles Albuquerque People
Furniture J. D. Emmons.
cave-Ithere late Saturday night, and
Recommend it.
riiYweriea Thft Jaffa Grocery Co.:
almost entirely covered up. As soon

Penitentiary

MLLE. CECILE HUTTICAR.
Of 24 who gained a civil engineering diploma at Lausanne University,
Switzerland, a woman was sixth with
e
honors in the class. She Is Mile.
Bultlcar, a very attractive young
woman, who has taken up a very
practical profession. That she entered her studies not half heartedly
is siiown by her rating.

400

To those who are sickly
nd run
down, or whose stomachs have gone
hrlng
the good
"back on them." we
news that they can be cured, but
up
they ntnnt give
old methods and

as the accident happened a large force
of miners rushed to his rescue and
succeeded in digging him out in a very
short time. Tody his injuries were
reportofl to be very painful and that
he was considerably bruised, but not
hurt Internally.
William Esser was raised to man
hood in this city and county. He is
a young man of very good habits and
one who enjoys the respect and con- iUlence of his employers and fellow
workers as well. His many friends
neio hope for his speedy recovery.

nt
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NEWS

GOOD

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

TAILORING

Woman's Exchange

REPAIR SHOP,
repaired
Stoves
and set up; fuml
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.
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ALBUQUERQUE
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WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER

SPORTING...
...BREVITIES

MOST

ANYTHING

EVENING CITIZEN

SECOND LADY OF LAND
TO ENTERTAIN LAVISHLY

AGE SEVEN.

'

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
Freh and Salt Meats.
Steam Sauaage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kindt of
'

Wholesale Grocers

"I wish I could think of some excuse to raise nrices." said the genAccnrdlne to Jake Schaeffur, the eral manager of the coal company.
best amateur billiard player In Amerl
"That's easy," declared the treasSmoke the White Lily Cigar.
ra I John Wright of California.
urer. "Why don't you reduce wages
Benny Yanger, the crack CiiIcbro and cause a strike?"
JOE RICHARDS-CIG- ARS
fnntherweieht. who has been out of
trying
year,
is
game
for
a
fighting
Ian MacLaren says that If he had
the
113
W. Railroad Avenue.
to arrange a meeting In Philadelphia his life to live over he would preach
Corbett.
Youne
with
shorter sermons and preach more
AND
PIONEER BAKERY
Tlrinir of raising onions on his comfortingly. Good boy, lan. tf they
will
Jeffries
Angeles.
SIMON BAIA.INQ. Proprietor.
Los
near
ranch
were shorter they would be comforting
(Successor to Balling Broe.)
embark in the saloon business in the enough.
WEDDING- CAKES A SPECIALTY
City of Angels. Queer how most of
We desire patronage and we guarthe successful prize fighters drift into
Not a Legal Business.
antee' first class baking.
the gin mill industry when they quit
wife
of
Lawyer
lsleta.
John
and
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.
the ring.
his parents here Sunday.
Harry Wolverton threatens to leave visited
(O.)
Index.
Neweomerstown
Established In 1882
the reservation and jump to outlaws
IN
because of a fine imposed upon him The A. M. South and ths P. M. North.
&
G.
by the Hoston management when he
The new B. & I), time tnble will go
Oooda
agents
Canned
Casino
for
Sole
for
team
tome
away
from the
stayed
into effect next Sunday. Instead of
& Co.'s Coffees. Im
Heekln
Jas.
- time to attend
funeral.
mother's
his
Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our alfour Sunday trains, there will be but
boden's Granite Flour.
:
Kansas City will try out an Indian two. one In the middle of the foreready well equipped lanndery a machine wKh which we can handle
:i
11 ?
4tf
pitcher named Walter Just is next
afternoon
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with tbem they
noon south and in the
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
north. New Philadelphia (().) Times.
Tommy Kyan and Marvin Hart are
and we will straighten them out for you.
as
signed
stage.
They
been
married
A
who
has
man
have
going on the
a contract for 76 weeks and will often as Jack Ixindon ought to be
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO
Hlllsboro creamery Butter Best on
BACK OF P. O.
travel over a good part of the world. able to write go.id fight stories.
Earth.
three-rounus
told
Gage
Tarbell
sparring
has
Now that
They will give
Evidently Hart has de- how to cure the Insurance evils, posexhibitions.
Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
. it
cided to rest on his laurels of a gift sibly John l. Rockefeller and some
how
to
us
show
packers
can
of the
championship.
214 South Second Street.
0
Sam Merger, the San Francisco stop rebates.
CO
skating
PRODUCE
CLARKVILLE
heavyweight, who fell while
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED
and ruptured a blood vessel, is still In
Wholesale and Retail
a hospital, but the attending physician
says there will be no ill effects from
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
the injury aside from a few weeks'
W)2 South First Street
confinement in the hospital.
Both Phones
' The Pioneer Machinery House if the West
The St. Louis Browns will buy John
piriir
Yorfc
If
r
Ganzel's release from New
T
he will consent to go to the Mound
Steam, Electric and Hydraulic Engineering. Mine and Smelter Sup-pileI.
cH?...-4'City, but Gan.el says he doesn't want
THE NEW FAIRBANKS RESIDENCE. WASHINGTON.
Engines, Boilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressor, Sew
INSURANCE.
to play In the major leagues, as he can
g
Machinery, and Engineers'
Mills,
and Machinists'
Vice setts avenue, but the second lady of
Washington. D. C. Nov. 29.
Secretary Mutual Building
make more money managing a team
hi
Supplies. Western agents for The American Radiator Co.
nil did not think It larKe enough
the
Tools
tlie
and
leased
has
Fairbanks
President
Haldrldge's
4.
C
Office
at
In thfi bush circuit.
give.
8peclal Catalogues on Application,
fine home of Representative Morrell. tor large affairs she will
yard.
Weird storv traveling 'round the
Mrs. Fairbanks will be an even
on E street, and Mrs. Fairbanks Is the
country says that Frank Farrell has
TOTI A. GRADI
busiest woman in Washington, moving more conspicuous figure in the social
cleaned up $5(1.(100, playing fast horRes
1621-163- 9
Seventeenth Street. DENVER, COLORADO q
and getting the house ready for the world his winter than last, and Is
last season.
Hay,
as
sec
In
Provisions.
to
preparing
place
Groceries,
tnke
planned
her
Dealers
has
she
entertainments
lavish
by
fought
A
battle will be
Grain and Fuel.
for the winter. Tne Fairbanks had a ond lady of the land with due ac
Willie Lewis and Willie Fitzgerald
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
finely furnished place on Massachu- - claim.
before the Colma A. C, Colma, Cal..
and Cigars. Place your orders for
some time next month.
line with us.
this
Secretary Sullivan of the American
NAVIGATION IS CLOSED
WILL STAGE PLAY BY
NORTH THIRD STREET.
Amateur Athletic Union, has salle"
DOWAGER QUEEN.
THE
ON
CANALS.
YORK
NEW
for Kurope, where he will spend two
General Building Supplies
Rome, Nov. L"J. It Is reported from
Albany, N. Y.. Nvo. 2!. In acmonths in an effort to bring into
REDUCED PRICES
authority,
that
Naples,
Superinon
the
best
with
of
cordance
order
the
organizacloser relationship amateur
Plates, 18.00;
On Dental Work.
Dowager Oueen Marcherita has just tendent of Public Works Franchot,
Pent Up Emotion.
tions of Ireland, England and France
'
Gold Crowns, 16.00; nillngs, 1.00
been
which
has
a
play
navigation
she
Champlain.
on
finished
Erie,
the
so
foreign
with the A. A. U. The
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
during the last two years, Oswego, Cayuga, Seneca and Black
Third and Marquette
Both Phones
cieties have expressed a desire for
Some of the church people in Clove- - wri,inK
50c. AH guaranteed.
n
midnight
soon
last
anu
canals
at
river
jireneineu
closed
vnai
win
closer relationship with the American land are having a terrible row over one
No night. The pay of the bridge and Iock
of the theaters In this city.
organization, and nearly all of them the merils of apple dumplings and
In regard to the plot or tenders tops with today, but the caphave notified Secretary Sullivan that beer. Isn't it too bad that, two such information
given tains of belated boats, should the
they will expunge Duffey's records perfectly lovely things should cause details of the plnv has been plot
of canals be free from Ice, may arrange
out, but it is believed that the
any trouble?
from their lists.
the drama is an historical character. In some wav to continue voyages to!
Joe Walcott, the pugilist, is in
Still, beer and apple dumplings to The
for staging the play desired (winter quarters If not too far
trouble In Boston. He assaulted a gether are almost sure to cause 111 have preparations
begun already.
awav
BELOW THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
boy the other night In a feelings.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL Y6U A
pool room and was held for trial.
When out shopping,' don t forget Room 17. N. T. Armljo Building.
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK
AT COST, IT WOULD
DIAMOND EVEN
An Easy Case.
The showing made by "Kid" SulliDONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE Mrs. Wilson, corner of Gold avenue
van against Abe Attell at Baltimore,
(By Dr. Hotson.)
still pay you to buy It from n. as we are In a position to sell diaMILL.
PLANING
Third
and
street.
justifies to sqme extent the claim of
Please tell me Just exactly bow
monds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
Al Herrord that Sullivan Isf the logical the burglars tortured you," said Hair- The Fuehr Undertaking Company
jewelers
buy at wholesale.
things
successor to Joe Gans' place in
lock Homes.
pugilistic. Sullivan fought Attell all
Successors to Edwards A Fuehr
they tied my hands
of
all
"First
The Man You Can Trust
ROSENflELO, The Pawnbroker.
over the ring, and but for the agree- and feet," replied the old man.
Railroad Annua.
West.
307
,
fight,
would
ment made before the
118 Railroad avenue. ''next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
He spoke slowly and In great pain,
Oav or Night
Bvth 'Phones.
have been given the decision. Terry as he lay there In bed, still too weak
JVMfaT
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
i
McGovern is to be offered a chance even to lie propped up on a pillow.
THE
TO
GO
seeking
at Sullivan, but a Terry is
"(So on. please"" said Homes, kindly
blgeer game in the shape of Battling
"Then they tied my wife's hands
will
Improbable
that he
Nelson, It is
and feet."
he
until
fighter
nny
LIKE A MAGNET.
other
take on
"How old Is your wife?" asked
gets a final answer from Nelson's Homes.
,
Viaduct, on First 8treet
South
of
The fact that we charge less and rir
manager.
"Eighty-threlast May."
work than most plumbers do
I- fbetter
.
?
L 1. I. M
The intention of the
1. L!
.1 ,
"And how old are you?"
i
Tiittuv mi, itrxr en cat ii
i nrc&x ywi
wi
to enter Pittsburg seems to be
"Ninety-onit more promptly, too attracts and
next month."
more than idle dreaming. It is con
'F-fW A moaWl (Law
"And after binding your bauds and
holds customers. What we are after
J
rOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
tended that Pittsburg is ripe for an feet?"
. e.i'n' le-- n
.rv e ain't 6. tein fkt
bin't
now is your custom. Get to know
team,
standing
the
of
the
other
"First, they shaved me with a
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
us and the way we do things, and
Pirates in the race last year and little safety razor. Then they made my
prospect of doing better next season wife do the kangaroo walk up and
we'll have It.
O. DINS DALE
jfeAj
En.
having whetted the appetites of the down the room. Next they took us
young vn cn e put'im'en de coop
En
Vfeed
'im
game
something
crvwn
to
patrons of the
out of doors and made us stand in
.
Z,bmy ebenW eUru
el.--e
THE STANDARD HEATING
that smacks of championship cal- the middle of the road while they
.
Till 'e grew ro kej-rmanfel de-- t 'e lu.k'b. pot ob ijovp.
Donovan,
once
who
Patsy
iber.
drove their motor cars up and down,
age:! the i'irates, and 'is popular in trying to see how close they could
Boarding Horse a Specialty
d&y come rovn
t
AND PLUMBING CO.
En
the Smoky City, is slated to manage run to us. When they tired of that
"Kei.h tie vfovr'
on
in
break
if
Oh oleAirft.k Turkey gobbln' berry Tinej
it does
the outlaw team
they carried us back into the house
7.
the National's preserves.
Hung d keitbt o.h d fi4.K,
and cut out my vermiform appendix.
INSURANCE. REAL ESTAT-EA seeker
after the welterweight They forced my wife, who weighs
Piled de wood.
hiB.h,
little
NOTARY PUBLIC.
clmmpionship is Matty Fitzpatrick. 1S5 pounds, to, put on a corset
En donegVcb &.n tot en huvjtle to de bv.'n.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
He will challenge the holder, Jimmy
who
to my granddaughter,
Turkty keo.h 'im crepV',
Aitah
Automatic Telephone. 174.
Gardner, and failing to get a match weighs 104. Then they forced us to
So ' ms.ke befteJa e' u,)e.T'n'.
with him will go after Mtlly Mc'Vidy, take hold of a naked electric light
En
mutler'n'"AK'll';-j'im
HlHim he has held o three draws. "
wire."
by d hoof! .
8AM KEE
.Mike Schreck is training at Los
Proprietors.
"Did one of these men wear a small
Q. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK.
ISA
de Turkey wouldn't h.b it
eays that he has lots of pretty V
Angeles for his fij;hi wit.li .lack Sulli- cap. Just large enough to cover the
decvoc tn ni.b ii
eed
Toys,
Indian
comprising
thliiKS.
van.
crown of his head?"
yulito.K
En
clt-up &cj.mit da
Curioa, Mexican Drawhwork, and
"Young Erne," the Philadelphia
"Exactly."
roof. .
n
4 Chinese and Japanese goods, for Y
fighter, will leave for the coast next
"And the other a flat, pink, felt hat.
l
Y
e Christmas.
week to begin training for his coming with a purple and yellow ribbon on
215 South Second Street. Y
e
5rv e kicked im out ded.-V'l
bout with Eddie Hanlon at Los An- it?"
geles. December 15th. The fight fans
"True, true."
on the coast have wanted for a long
"Both had long hair, both appeared
Suliseribe for The livening Citizen
fight
his
Erne,
and
see
after
time to
to be broad shouldered and both wore
and Ket the news.
feel so bi-u- i Jed eri jkir.ned
with O'Leary at Milwaukee the desire trousers that flapped tn the wind?"
.Ti Dot eber jirtce hr.'j been
vepeiiXrn.
became greater than ever, with the re"Y'oit have descriled
them accurMEN AND ADKfEN.
sult that the match with Hanlon was ately."
I
unnatural
l'tt
III flaWiMimt loot,
lll
made.
ha
la I tot 4a;..
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
"Come. Hotson." said Homes, 'our
AVENUE,
117 WEST RAILROAD
or uJ'tiion
(.uaranitrl
trritMtiutii
work is at an end.
dk'iiiIm
at
The men were
f tun cou
alilrlur.
nt.
a
uot
at trill
PinltM, i.'l
not torturing them to learn where
TOWN WHICH HAS
s!(il r
t THtVSCHtr!ro.
their money was hidden."
CINCINNATI,!
.
"Then they"
Or KfiiT
I', p. A, J
pis'ti 'H ier
NO CITY COUNCIL
v
r fpi. for
"They were only a couple of hazers
from a nearby college."
Tinkers, N. Y., Nor.
The iti
y.ens or tins city are c. nsnti ralily agitated over the prospect that on Janezzmar Twesxar matoLW
Kgjsay
jttg&sr cix,!ja
uary 1, l'joti, the city will find itself
Jvsizvzr ctph
-ssarria m"Fns
r:,s.va rL?fiis, st.aaa
sy,
without a common council, and uuahle
ivo business,
to transact any h
sell any bonds or levy any taxes.
a successor to Alderman John H.
C'ui.,' who had been elected mayor
of Yoiikeis en the democratic ticket!
HI
the last l liiMon, is to !, circled.
It is contended 'ha! the seven aldermen woo v.eie elected at tie" laol elecj. illy, while
tion, will io!,i ot'tii-the
w
i'ecui abb iint it,- SontliKick.
"
'v Haw mrw r w
n.
rfi"i.Mi'ikt i;. l.o. ':i.
t
Sti'uuill. anil Coyne's Miccessor.
after Jiui'Mry
hold nice
Cut-o- ff
1st, because Ms. ir ti n"s diil not ml
in
years, as reiirr :
by the tonstisuti. n. Tin y weie un

Wool, Hide "and Pelt Dealers
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FOUND AT LAST
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Groceries

"Red Wagons"
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& Bolthoff

The Hendrie

Mfg. and Supply Co
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Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm
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Kailroad IVietfooolis or iNew wiexico
of The Atchison, Topcha & Santa Fc Railway

Belen is 31 milts south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas Citj', Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite
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We need a

first-clas- s

bakery, tailor stiop,

EAST AND WEST. NORTH

AND SOUTH.

house, j,' eler. plumbing shop, planing will,
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Town and Improvement Company
The
Belen
WM.
BERGER,
President
M.

m

uttt

or eravei.

TO BELEN.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Jurioin

it
Jt OlM'I'i

EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE

FAST LIMITED

Brst-clas-

CATARRH
Km,j and

-

The lots offered are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation); no
modern hotel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, harness shop, He, etc. Also a

II KA LI NQ

tint;

-

ALL

CATARRH

'his;

public school house, costt
streets, with alleys 2') feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old Bh.t.liOf 1.000 business and resil K'e lots, size 2&xl42 feet, laid out w:th broad &u and
ing $16,000; churches. Commercial club; a population of l.5"0 Inhabitant-- ; largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico; the Helen Patent Holier mill, capacity. 15'J barrels daily; larse wiuery; three hotels,,
restaurants, etc. Helen is the largest shipping point for wool, fluir, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great coimiiei i ;ui railroad city in! hi- uiar future cannot be estimated.
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WEST KAILRQAPAYE.

THKY HAVE TUB RIGHT SHArE TO FIT THE FOOT CORRECTTHEY ARE MADE OF
LY. THEY HAVE LOTS OF STYLE.
8TRONO MATERIALS THROUGHOUT AND GIVE SPLENDID

SERVICE.

FOR GIRLS
VICI KID.
5 lo

:c to

84 to

X,

S1.IH)

$1.2:..

BOX

Jl.lrt to

$1.40

$1.25.

lIVo

11,

2.

to 11.65.
CALF.

$1.25 to $2.23.

to

$1.60 to

11.65.

$t.'5.

PATENT KID.
91.85.

$1.50.

.

$2.26.

FOR BOYS
SATIN CALF.
x1
11.111)

12tt to

to 12.
(o JI LT.

$1.65

6,

$1.75

to $2.25.

'4 to
to $2.IM.

2.

11.40 to $1.85.
BOX CALF.
$1.65 to $2.00.

$1.40 to $1.7S.

Remember Thanksgiving!
Kg rapidly approaching, and remember also that our store affords
the best facilities forHhe selection of
the best groceries
and table delicacies. Everything
that tends to
dinner a
make your Thanksgiving
source of gastronomic delight, will be
found In our stock, which has been
provided for the
most carefully
Thanksgiving season.

F. F. TROTTER

Kos. US and 120, South Second St.

Lgmbeg,

Sas;aDs:;rs'

Cement and Rex Flintkote
ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
.

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

And Will Attend Big Conven-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

nine-poun-

,

d

o

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities in every standard

THE

GENUINE

piano,

out

CHICKERING

The triumphant result of over SO years of endeavor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
coum possess.

J

WIIITSON
MUSIC CO.
114

TITK

SOUTH 8ECOND 4TREET.

BOOKS.

STATIONERY.

Up to date Picture Framing.

Newcomer Book and Art Store
NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

This Store Will Lengthen Your Christmas Purse
A

BEAUTIFUL LINE OF DOLL

BEST

IN

CARRIAGES

TALKING

MACHINES.

AND

COLUMBIA

GRAPHAPHONES

nd Supplies.

CIGARS.

HOLIDAY

1

GOODS GALORE.

.

I

CANDY.

DIAMONDS

When bcrght right are a good investment Our prices are right We Invlu
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond goods we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

Mall order
RAILROAD

AVENUE-

-

SILVERWARE,

receive special attention.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

by-wa-

you wish to get more for
your dollar than a dollar
will buy elsewhere. The
suits we are offering at $15
and $18 will not last long
in the face of such a price,
for they look like more dollars than those we
ask you to pay

119

SUIT3 AND OVERCOATS

ON

HERE

SALE

this etor

sells,

THI9 FALL ARE

th

PERFECT FIT, PERFECT CLOTH, PERFECT WORKMANSHIP.
CLASS

A

ON SALE

IN

BY

BY THEMSELVES

STANDING

THEMSELVES

ABOVE

ANYTHING

EVER

THE SOUTHWEST.

We'll Prove It to You:

Suits sell at $10.00 to $30.00, Overcoats $8.00 to $27.50

SIMON STEiRN9
LINE OF PICTURE
NEW
S
MOULDINGS. HAVE YOUR
FRAMED BEFORETHE
HOLIDAY RUSH. C. A. HUDSON, NO. 118 NORTH SECOND

a!lroaa Avenue Clothier

Tne

Signet Rings

STREET.
LADIES' TAILORING.
Madame Gross, of New York city,
o
will open December 1, In the New
building, corner of Railroad avenue and Third street, room 26. Riding habits, walking skirts, shirt
waists, shirt waist suits, fancy gowns
and waists.
Remodeling, pressing, cleaning. All
work done by experienced men.
Address, meanwhile, 911 North Sec'
ond street. Phone 724.

Are always acceptable presents for either ladies or gentlemen. We
engrave them free of charge, and we assure you they will please.
Call and see what we have to offer you.

Ar-mij-

MAYNARD.

Dance at the Casino Thanksgiving
afternoon and evening. Music by a
new string orchestra. Only respecta-- .
Die people aammea.

119

SOUTH SECOND STREET.

94b900 000000

090Om

--

DIAMONDS
UNREDEEMED PLEDGES

have a large stock of diamonds, big and little, and some of the
most beautiful gems ever brought to this country, that I am going to
sell before the new year, and I will sell them cheap rather than ship
them to an eastern wholesale market.

X

HENRY YANOW, the Rawn Broker
114 WEST RAILROAD

0000000000

AVENUE.

09OO9OO09O9OO90m

"

ACADEMY.

Saturday nights at Col-- f
ombo hall. Instructions from 8
to 9 o'clock. Social dancing
from 9 to 12 o'clock.
Open

Ullit tltllll

A A

Connor, osteopathic physician,
has opened his office with Dr. E. B.
Hart, of the A. T. Sill Infirmary,
Kirksvllle, Mo., assisting.
Dr.

grand"ball7"
Thanksgiving night, Elks ball room.
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by
the
GOGALION

CLUB.

PLUMBING

Cloth Gaiters, for Women and Men,
35c to 75c. Ail wool Jersey laggings

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING

for Children, Misses and Women.
75c. 85c and $1. Lambs' Wool Slipper Soles for Children. Women and
Men, 2i'c to 35c, at C. May's shoe
store. 314 West Railroad avenue.

Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

BALL.

GRAND

Thanksgiving night, Elks ball rooti.
Tickets $1.00. Ladies free. Given by
the
GOGALION

CLUB.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Do you have any difficulty In get
ting grain ground to suit? We have
new machines for the grinding of all
kinds of grain. E. W. Fee, 620 South
Second street.

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. W.ite for Prices

forget the flowers for
Thanksgiving table, and
the decorations for the dining
room. Better order from us NOW,
and you'll be sure to get them on
time.
Careful attention given to
Flowers packed
orders.
by us keep fresh and fragrant.

DON'T

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

n

319

WHITNEY COMPANY

rf

e rLOlST

IVES,

U3-H5-I-

South Finrt Street

West Santa Fe avenue.
Auto Phone 718.

O

ml

QJJ

J

401-40-

3

I

North Firat Street

4

WM. M'INTOSK.

Proprietor

CHAS. F. MYERS.

RKTAIL.

WIIOLilCSALTC

SEE

WINDOW

We Carry "The Best" Heaters and Ranges
COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HODS,
COAL
FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
GALVANIZED AND JAPANED

'

rtri

ia
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK
AND AMMUNITION.

OF

r

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF FOOD
BREAD MAKERS, CAKE MAKERS.

DISPLAY

t

CHOPPERS,

v

Rubbers. Slickers, Rubber Boots

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second St.
West Cold Ave.

COLE'S HOT lir.APT.

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

1

The famous studebaker wagons and buggies,
machinists' tools a spec alty.

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

-

8

ALBUQUERQUE DANCING

will'-lrin-

There will iie a recital Thanksgiving evening at the First Methodist
Episcopal church, given by Mr. John
Wvsley Benne, tenor, assisted by the
Lyric Male quartette and local artists.

0
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AT LOW PRICES
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ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
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Men's and Boys' Overcoats

"Illicit'" Johnny Bearrup, president
of the Rio Grande Woolen Mills of
this city, departs Friday evening for
Texarkana, Texas, where he will attend a convention, of farmers from
that stale which convenes next Monday.
Tlie Journey of President. Bearrup
Into Texas may mean much to Albuquerque residents, inasmuch as It may
result lit the building of u million dollar mill to supplant the woolen mill
at 1 recent in use.
The union of farmers whose convention Uncle Johnny will attend consists of fiuo.ooo members who will be
lenreseiiled In convention by l.iioo
delegates.
This large organization
works along
lines, and,
It is understood, feel favorable toward
the proposition which President Bearrup will submit tothem formally In
person. As can be surmised, the Rio
Grande company will offer blocks of
Its stock for sale, which will be purchased. It is learned from an official
sonce, by about every member of the
farmers' union.
With the moneys new and modern
mill will bo erected,. In all probability,
ntar the site of the present factory.
It will, according to present plaus, be
constructed of cement blocks, at present much In vogue, on the one story
Each department
order.
will be confined to its own fire proof
shed, thus eliminating the confusion
and friction which exists when more
than one department is located In a
single room. The market will then be
supplied with cotton and leather products as well as woolen goods.
An effort Is being made to Induce
the Rio Grande company to locate its
mill in other towns. Whether this
will materialize or not is as yet problematical and will rest to a great
extent with the residents of this city,
so an official of the company Informed
an Evening Citizen reporter.
Uncle Johnny will take with him to
Texas, samples of the latest blankets
made at the mill for demonstrative
purM)seH.
He will also distribute to
each delegate greetings from the company neatly'' tied with colored wool
yarns instead of ribbons. A huge banner will be displayed from the platform with the topics listed, on which
President Bearrup will touch during
his address.
The force of employes at the woolen
mill will necessarily have to be multiplied muny tiniert with the complefactory,
tion of the contemplated
many new faces to
which
Albuquerque from other places.
snw-too-

which fits like a nut In Ita shell about the kind of Clothe

THE KIND OF

PLANS

hre

Whitson.
Will Neher returned yesterday from
a duck hunt with a large number of
the gamey fowl.
Don't fail to see Sa niucl behold his
Sarah lit Elks opera house, Friday
evening, Dec. 1.
Mrs. Richard Lund, of
is at Santa Fe. the guest of Hon. and
Mrs. Pedro Perea.
Policeman Ilighliargin ban been
called to Iola. Kan., owing to the critical Illness of his wite.
J. H. Block, the well known hotel
keeper at the famous Jemez hot
springs, is in the city on business.
The annual feast of Ranchose de
Atrlsco, Just aeroHB the river, is in
progress today, and the little town Is
full of visitors.
Charles P. Spader and J- - B. Archuleta, of Bernalillo, the county seat of
Sandoval county, are in the city, to
spend the Thanksgiving.
Holy communion will be eelebrated
tomorrow, St. Andrew's day, and also
Thanksgiving day at 9:30 a. m. at SL
John's Episcopal church.
boy was liorn to Mr.
A
and Mrs. C. E. Hulbert. The proud
father is connected with the Harvey
curio service in this city.
Mrs. A. R. Lowe has as her guest,
Charles Selleck, of Syracuse, N. Y.,
who Is traveling through the west in
the hope of Irnproving Impaired
health.
The New Mexican hns again changed reporters. W. C. Brogan, of Kansas City, has arrived in Santa Fe to
take the position made vacant by the
retirement of F. Raymond Dyas.
The management of the Golden Rule
store announces that tnls place of
business will close at 6 o'clock this
evening, as usual, and will remain
open until noon on Thanksgiving Day.
Be sure and see Mrs.Lovebird, who
believes "Men are all alike perfidious, base and treacherous creatures."
Others of "The Broken Hearted Cluir
believe the same tor awhile at leastt.
Mrs. George H. Cross, widow of a
well
known territorial newspaper
Is
publisher and writer, deceased,
here from Santa Fe, to spend Thanksgiving with Tier daughter, Mrs. John
Fletcher.
The first Sunday In December in
each year, is observed by every Elks
lodge In the United States as Memorial Day. Services at the opera house
at 2:30 p. m.,' Sunday, December 3.
The ptililic Is invited.
Mrs. C. H. Young, widow of the late
division superintendent of the Wells-FargExpress company, together
with her children, arrived in the city
for
last evening to be the guests
some time of Hon. and Mrs. H. B.
Ferguson.
Albert Faber, the carpet merchant,
who has been confined to his room
the past couple of weeks with kidney
troubles, is up and around. He reports himself slowly Improving, and
hopes to be as strong and hearty us-of yore in a very short time.
The seats are selling fast for "The
Broken Hearted Club" and "Sarah's
Young Man." Those that Intend going and have failed to secure their
seats had better phone to Matson's
Immediately. Prices - 75c, reserved
seats, and 50c general admission.
General Adna R. Chaffee, chief of
staff of the United States army,
passed through Albuquerque last evening on train No. 1, lound for San
Francisco, where he will make his
home. General Chaffee announces his
intention of going on the retired list
In the near future.
Word comes to the city that Col.
revLevi A. Hughes, the
enue collector for New Mexico and
Arizona, Is wearing a broad smile
these days around the plaza and
of Santa Fe, and It is all on
account of a bouncing baby girl born
to Mrs. Hughes last Sunday night.
The Citizen has information that
Las Vegas will soon have a weekly
newspaper, to be known as the Weekly News, and that R. A. Klstler will
become Its editor. Mr. Klstler is one
of (he best newspaper writers In the
territory, and this paper wishes Mr.
Klstler and the Weekly News much
future prosperity.
At their home on West Lead avenue Monday evening, Mr. and Mrs.
Dan E. Phillips entertained a number
of friends at progressive high five.
The ten couples participating in the
game spent a delightful period about
The gentlemen's
the card tables.
first prize was awarded to Judge
George R. Craig, and was a beautiful
pearl handled pocket knife. The ladies' prize was won by Mrs. P.
Scheck. It was a handsome Ilatten-burlunch cloth. At the conclusion
of card playing the hostess served appetizing refreshments.

truism

TAILORED UP TO THE HIGHEST STATE OF PERFECTION.

Mrs. 1. (!. Sanchez am' family art'
vlsltlni? at llernallllo.
WORKING
Mr. Iloone, of l.as Vegas, Is
on a visit to her friend, Mrs. E. C.

llern-allllo-

A

tion of Farmers at
Texarkana.

Fair tonight; colder in southeastern
portion. Thursday, fair and warmer.

Children's Shoes

"Some SVIen Are Great Because Those
Who Surround Them Are Small"

GOES TO TEXAS

,

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

jjs

29, 1905.

PRESIDENT BEARRUP

and

1M3KHONAL

r. r'to,

Wednesday. November

Albuquerque, New Mexico

